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SPANISH-AMERICA- N
and with Firmness in the Right."
Fkbkuary 24, 1917.
Saturday.
Mora County. New Mexico.

"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
HOY,

OLUME XIV.

AH,

Isabel Wane

To Buy Cemetery Surprise Parties

Arrangements were started
toward having a Town Jail fori
the neat- future. A lot will be
secured in a suitable location and
we will soon have a City "Bas-- !
tile" where criminals may be
kept in safety and drunks may
have a place to sober up without
offending the public senses by
lyiug around on the streets.
Another evidence of the benefits
we shall derive.

red-lett-

L. N. DeWeese, wife and

sister

of Mosquero, were welcome callers at this office Monday morning. He will read the
and
K. C. Star another year.
S--

-

Ernest Anderson is ill
with Pneumonia at the Anderson
home. She is reported convalescMrs.

ing and out of danger.

School Girl Dies
the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio
Vigil of Albert, died at their
temporary home in Roy Saturday
of Pneumonia after two weeks
illness, The child was a grand
daughter of Jaun Jose Rodriguez
of Roy. The family have been
living in town this winter to give
their children the benefit of the
public Schools and their sorrow
commands the sympathy of all.
Tne remains were, taken to Albert
for interment Saturday, Funeral
Sunday.
T. C. Nutter orders the
sent to him at Bernalillo, N. M,
where he has recently located.
This makes five members of the
family, our good friend, J. N.
in as
Nutter, who read the
many different towns. MissNira
S--

S--

Miss Shirley,
well, D. S. at Mills and T.

at Dawson,

Max-

C.

at

Bernalillo besides their father at
Roy and all of them making
good.
Levinus De Smet, of Taylor
Springs, was in town several
days last week and the first of
this.

Rev. Price Returned
Rev. R. A. Price returned Sunday from Columbus, N. M. and
will be at home for some time on
business. He says he came a
few days earlier than he would
had not conditions on the border
demanded it. Many people were
leaving the border fearing the
and Villa
raid that Saíazaar
removal
of
the
threatened after

the troops'
Mr. Price is not looking

er

20-to-

Roy Schools, planned a very
successful surprise party forMerl
Johnspn, second son of Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson Monday
evening on the event of his 11th.
birthday, About twenty five of
his little school mates were
guests and Merl was properly
I
IP
surprised when he came home
and entered a dark room to be
greeted by an enthusiastic chorus
from the bunch. They played
games, had a swell luncheon and
had a fine time till 10 o'clock
when they took their leave wishE. 0. de BACA.
ing their little host many happy
returns of his natal day and hurrying to their beds to sleep and
be ready for their studies the
next day.
The old adage - "Go away
Teachers who thus take interfrom home to find cut the news"
est in the pleasures and daily
is well illustrated in a copy of the
lives of their pupils show the
Republican, a weekly liaper pub-- l
true spirit of Pedagogy and can
By an unusual CDmbination of shed at Cherry Vale Kansas in
That which has been anticipat-but succeed in the school room. ed daily for weeks has come to political circumstances, Washing- which a page adv. of w Santa Fe
pass. Governor E.equiel C, De ton E. Lindsey, of Portals, who Real Estate booster tells of the
School Library Gets Books Bacaf New Mexico quietly clos-- 1 reeiejted an impromptu nomina- natural resources of the State of
New Mexico.
-ed his eyes Sunday afternoon and tion it the i'epunlican stale
Chss. Kidd brought us in a
Februrary 17, 1917. entered into the eternal sleep, It
last fall and who va.;
of the paper and it is a realMiss .Eugenia Roy,
ciopy
lieutenant-governo- r
has
was characteristic of the man
ly
showing even
remarkable
I Roy, New Mexico.
that just a little while before his now beeome governor of New
you
all r.long
have
when
known
My dear Miás Eugenia:
death hi had called his secretary Mexico, Jess than two months
of
of
days
the
existance
these thing.
In conversation a few
to take up some official matters. after his election to the secondary
stranger
To
Roy,
who
realizes what
a
ago with Mrs. Frank
she Despite the disease that was position.
is a revealation.
it
means
it
told me that you were making an steadily sapping "Otift his life at
unLindsey
has
an
Governor
effort for a Public School library. the core, his spirit never wavered usual opportunity.
A man of
I wish to commend
you highly and he died practically at his post clean personal and political reJ, Floersheim and wife left
for this interest in the school and of duty, endeavoring until almost cord, of ability and integrity, he Wednesdoy
for Hot Springs,
the community, and to show my the moment the spark flickered steps into the executive office Arkansas where they will take
appreciation. I have sent you by and went out to discharge faith- with a chance to make good such treatment for a time, Jake will
express twenty one little volum's fully the trust imposed by the as comes not often. We believe keep track of what is going on
for the library. Kindly present people who elected him to the he will make good; which will here by means of bis two favord
same to the school, with my
and
highest office in the state.
mean his certain renomination ite news papers, the
wishes and continued interwhich
New
Mexican
the
we
and
The governor'sdeath deprives
est in the school and the splendid
Governor Lindsey will not have shall see that he gets regularly.
citizénship of the good town of the state of the services of a easy sailing. He is going to have
good executive; a firm, just, able
Mrs. J. N. Renfro went to
Roy.
a pretty definite choice given him
administrator,
conwith
higher
a
Wichita
Falls , Texas Wednesday
With my kind personal regards,
between affiliation with the old
public
ception
office
most
than
of
on
business
connectdd with the
in which Mrs. White joins me.
and losing element of the Repubin
politics;
of
men
withal
a
man
I remain,
lican party represented by the estate of her late husband. She
courtstamina,
and
fairness
rare
Very sincerely yours,
organization bosses and the more will be absent two or three weeks
esy; a citizen valuable to the
Alvan N. White.
progressive and independent ele- In the mean time Mrs. E. J. H.
commonwealth, one it can ill afRoy will have charge of the
ment in the party,
Now that we have Village ford to lose. The tragic human
Governor Lindsey is a Republi- South Western Hotel in her
is that the governor should
side
controlling
Ordinances
Auto
can. It is naturally tobe expect- stead, i
passed
away
on
the
just
have
Roy
Traffic on the streets of
we
ed that his policies and his apadvise all Chickens, pigs, burros threshhold of his one big oppor- pointments will be Republican.
Mrs. Will Nugen has been sufetc, to take notice that cars are tunity; an opportunity to which The state has nothing to lose fering from a bad attact of rheunobly, wliich
not run at a speed in excess of he would have risen
thereby if he picks men who are matism for four or five weeks was
have
him
would
a high and
given
45 miles an hour unless it is a
competent and have the confi- brought in to Dr. Plumlee's Hoshigh speed car.
Pedestrians honorable place in the state's dence of the public, men appoint- pital last Saturday. She is now
might as well just take their history. But it may be said that ed for their fitness and not for able to be up around the house
chances, life is too short to spend no New Mexico executive has political purposes, and if he is and is well on the road to recovhigher example of de- guided by
valuable time dodgjng reckless ever set a
considerations of pub- ery.
to the public weal than
votion
drivers.
lic service and the welfare of
has Governor E. C. De Baca, in
the state in his administration of
Miss Johann, her sister and the face of handicaps such as the office. We believe he will be General Superintendent L. U.
husband Mr. and Mrs. Wright have been imposed on few men. and therein he will have the sup- Morris accompanied by Supt.
Beeth and other officials of the
To his bereaved wife and famifrom Kansas City were in Roy
port of this newspaper, regard- E-&
out
go
ly
deepest
were in town Wewill
and
the
Saturday and attended the dance
less of politics. We therefore dnesday
Superintendents
sympathy
in
of
the
most
heartfelt
the
in the evening.
congratulate Mr. Lindsey upon
spent
dinner stop
and
peopleof New Mexico, who, rethe
car
his accession to the executive
They are
will
visiting
politice,
here.
friends
mourn
Mrs. P. P. Branch and her par- gardless of
office and pledge him our hearty
ineveryone
to
here and
known
well
ents, J. J, Rodrigues and wife the passing of a man of rare
support, politics aside, in his
stop
and
chat
went to Tucumcari Sunday, called tegrity, highest ideals and true efforts to use it for the good of seem to like to
with Roy people.
there by the serious illness of nobility of character.
the people of New Mexico.
her sister, Mrs. Alberto Leyba,
A number of Farmers have
of Logan who is in the hospital
talked with me about forming a
in Tuqumcari suffering from
We have every reason to beL. A. Nugen drilled a well with
Farm Loan Association and
Dropsy.
e
on his lieve that the present R. F. D.
a hand drill and
there is a need for this. All who
claim last week. He lives at the Route out of Roy will be disconmeet at
The Teachers Association open- east end of Kansas Lake and tinued April 1st and that in their are iuterested in this
Tuesday
CommOnity
Hall
the
ed auspiciously at the Roy School struck a flow at the bottom of 29 stead two fifty mile routes will
building this morning. The Pro- feet that raised so near the sur- be created to serve more than evening Feb. 27, 1917.
R. C. Grunig.
gram as published was started face that he pumps it out with a twice as, many people
The
off with slight variations.
J. pitcher-pumHe has been routes and scheme have been
Floersheim was absent and a sub- hauling water three years and worked out so there seems to be
Still another car of Fords ar
stitute welcomed the visitors, two miles right over the spot nothing in the way. of their
rived at the Roy Garage this
many of whom did not arrive till where the well is.
week.
established.

I

Dies in the Harness while

sas City to purchase the Spring
and Summer Stock for the Store.They expect to see the sights
and we believe the trip will be
one of pleasure as well as business.

Sofia Vigil,

20-to-

Governor deBaca is Dead

Mr. C. A. Smith and wife, of
the Wilson Mercantile Company
of Mills, left Saturday for Kan-

.

j

well

and apparently the climate there
does net agree with him. We
are glad to welcome him back to
the Mesa and glad he has found
the noon trains.
no place that looks as good.

Dairying Right

for fifteen cows and is equipped
(Garland of Bakersfield.
The
convenience of the owner as
for
event took place at 8 o'clock Sunwell
as comfort for his dairy
day evening in Bakersfield and
herd. Mr. Mitchell is feeding
was announced to relatives and
dairy cows corn silage from
frinds here in a letter recived his
n
his
pit silo along with dry
this morning by the bride's
says
feed and
he is getting re-- ;
mother, Mrs. Lucy Wane, to
whom the news came as a sur- suits that he has never attained
before.
prise.
He is convinced that corn en- -'
The romance was brief, apparsilage is far superior to maise,
ently being a case of "love at
any other material he
first sight." Miss Wane was cane or
has ever tried. Six acres of his
called to the bedside of her aunt.
poorest corn filled the
silo
Mrs. Earl Columbia,
who was
year
and he will plan for an"
last
critically in Bakersfield, abont
like it this summer but he
six weeks. Mr. Garland was a other
considers good shelter and plenty
friend of the Columbias. They
of dry feed the first requisites
met and the mutual attraction
and silage the second.
was followed by a vigorous campaign on the part of the yotmg
The Christian Endeavor meetman to capture the heart of the
pretty Orange girl. This morn- ing led by Miss Fern De pew
ing's announcement told of the Sunday evening was well attendsurrender and was accompanied ed and a very interesting session
by a pretty plea for forgiveness These meetings are so conducted
that any one may attend and
and the parental blessing.
take part in perfect freedom and
Mr. and Mrs. Garland will make
there is no Ism represented.
their home in Bakersfield where Creeds are left out and all are
the groom is in the service of the encouraged to give of their best
Souti:rrn Pacific company.
thought to the occasion.
Orange Cal. Daily Tribune.

Miss Eugenia Roy, assisted by
Mrs. Myra DeFrees and Mrs.
Mary Waters all teachers in the

-

5

A whirlwind courtship culminWill Mitchell has just finished
ated today in the anr oncement of
Cow Barn on his farm
modern
a
the wedding of Miss Isabelle
of Roy. It has stanchions
east
Wane of this city to Mr. Jack

of oversixty friends
and neighbors of Mrs. Charles
De Pew surprised her last Saturday, the occasion being her birthday. They came with the makin's
of a big dinner in baskets and
took possession of the De Pew
home for the day. The feast they
spread and the merriment of the
day
occasion made it a
for the lady for whom it was
planned as well for her whilom
guests.
A company

The Roy Village Board at their
regular meeting Monday night
decided to purchase 40 acres of
land for a Cemetery.
A board of Trustees consisting
of Rev. O. W. Hearn, Mrs. W. H,
Willcox and Wm. G. Johnson was
appointed.
Awangements are
already made for the purchase of
the land from the State and it
will be surveyed and laid off in
burial lots.
Those who have
friends buried there will be given
the preference of lots now occupied.

Number

--

Transacting State Business
1

(

-

con-vrniu- n

,

sin-goo-

S--

P

gas-pip-

p.

be-in-

g

S--

n

Mrs. Almernon Newman came
down from Raton Saturday and
visited her husband at the Smdio
in the Kitchell Flats.

Four families from Oklahoma,
whose names, we are told is
"Maiba" arrived Monday ami
will live on the Jim Proctor farm
recently purchased by them and
on Miss Sarah Myers farm which
they have, leased. Theybrought
some good stock with them and
seem like the kind of settlers
who make good here.
Miss Theresa Matthews, of
Wagon Mound, a friend of Mrs.
VC. L. Wensell. came to visit last
week and to attend the Valentine
Masquerade Ball. She returned
Sunday after a very pleasant
visit and with a very good opinion
of Roy and her society young
people.
Lew Stuart has returned from
El Reno, Okla, and will establish his home on his homestead
adjoining the J. M. Elder farm.

Friends are glad to welcome him
back to the Mesa.

Jerves Wildman, little son of
J. E. Wildman, fs
sick this week with Pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs.

Dr. Brady, passed thru town
Thursday enroute home from
Kentucky to Dawson. He has
been east for two months and
his family will remain there for
the rest of the winter to keep
the children in school.
A fine new sleeping porch is
one of the improvements being
built at the Wensell home this
week. Mr. Martin is the architect and builder.

Ilfeld Co. Opens new Store
Claud L. Wensell, Manager of
the Goodman Store, went to
Santa Rosa last week to attend
the opening of the large new
stone building of the Charles
Ilfeld Wholesale Business at that
point, Over five hundred Mana- gers, Salespeople and other employees of this big institution
were present from all over the
state and enjoyed the social as
well as the business features of
the event.
We hope to soon be able to announce their plans for a big new
lusiness house in Roy.

m

THE

Then Anse Havey - taw his chief

Mrnr-Q-Y

ra
T T

A

BUCK
III
iTW

CUMDERLANDS"
"V

ILLU5TRAT1

CHAPTER

XXII

Continued.

Jim Fletcher, a mountain man who
bad (or years drifted between Tribulation and Winchester trading In cattle
and' timber, made a Journey through
the billa that spring, and waa every-wherreceived aa "home folks." For
him there were no bars of distrust,
and be waa able for that reason to buy
land right and left Though he had
paid for It a price above the average.
It waa a price far below the value of
the coal and timber It contained
and Jim bad picked bis land.
Anse Havey and his associates knew
that Jim Fletcher bad been subsidized;
that the money he spent so lavishly
waa not bis own money; and that be
came as a stalking-horse- ,
but they did
not know that be bad been to Louisville and bad conferred there with Mr.
Trevor. Neither did they know at
once that he bad visited the cabins of
every malcontent among both the for
mer factions, and that he was a
adroitly laying here In the
hills the foundations for a new feud
Jim had a bland tongue and a persuasive manner, and be talked to the
mountain men In their own speech,
but he was none the less the advance
agent of the new enemy from down
below: the personal fulfillment of
e

Juanlta's

-

I0DE5

11

prophecy to Roger Malcolm.

Juanita did not realize bow much
she was leaning on the strength of
Anse Havey, how she depended on
him for counsel and encouragement,
which be gave not in behalf of the
school, but because be was the school
teacher's slave. She saw the little
hospital rise on the hill and thought
of what it would do, and she believed
that Anse Havey must be, in bis heart,
converted, even though bis mountain
obstinacy would not let him say so.
Then, while the hillsides were Joy
ous with spring, came a squad of lads
with transit and chain, who began
running a tentative line through the
land that Jim Fletcher had bought.
Anse Havey watched them grimly
with folded arms, but said no word
until they reached the boundary of bis

SPANISH-AMERICA-

edge of the Instrumentalities being
employed on the real battlefield. Law-

yers tried condemnation suits with Indifferent success, and then reached
out their hands for a new weapon.
Back in the old days, wben Kentucky was not a state but a county,
land patents had been granted by
Virginia to men who bad never
claimed their property. For two hundred years other men who settled as
pioneers had held undisturbed possession, they and their children's children. Now into the courts piled multitudinous suits of eviction In the names
of plaintiffs whose eyes had never
seen the broken skyline of the Cumberland. Their purpose was deceit,
since It sought to drag through long
and costly litigation pauper landholders and to Impose such a galling burden upon their property aa should
drive tbem to terms of surrender.
Men and women who owned, or
thought tbey owned, a log shack and a
tilting cornfield found themselves facing a new and bewildering crisis.
Their untaught minds brooded and
they talked violently of holding by
title of rifle what their fathers had
wrested from nature, what they had
tended with sweat and endless toll.
But Anse Havey and Milt Mc Briar
knew that the day was at band wben
the flfle would no longer serve. Tbey
employed lawyers fitted to meet those
other lawyers and give them battle In
the courts, and these lawyers were
paid by Anse Havey and Milt
The two stood stanchly together as
a buffer between their almost helpless people and the encroaching tentacles of the new octopus, while Juanita, looking on at the forming of the
battlellnes, was torn with anxiety.
In Bad Anse Havey the combination
of Interests recognized Its really most
formidable foe. In the mountain
outphrase, he must be
en ther way." And there were still
men in the hills who, it otber means
failed, would sell the service of their
"man-powere-

-

self-saci-

cross-examin-

"
for money.
With such as these It became the
own place.
care of certain supernumeraries to es
There he met them at the border.
tablish an understanding. In the last
"Boys," be said, "ye musn't cross election a thing had happened which
that fence. This is my land, an' I for- had not for many years before hap
bids ye."
pened in Kentucky a change of par
Their foreman argued.
ties had swept from power in Frank
"We only want to take the measure- fort the administration which owed
ments necessary to complete our line, loyalty to Havey influences.
Mr. Havey.
We won't work any in
Bad Anse Havey was Indicted as an
Jury."
accessory to the murder of young Cal
Anse shook his head.
vln and he would be tried, not In Peril,
"Come in, boys, an' eat with me an' but In the Blue Grass. The prosecu
make yourselves at home," be told tlon would be able to show that be
them, "but leave your tools outside." had warned the surveyors off his own
Men from the bouse patrolled the place and had picketed his fence line
boundary with rifles and the young with riflemen. They would be able to
men were forced to turn back.
show that be was the forefront of the
But later they drew near the bouse fight against Innovation and that
of old Bob McGreegor, and he, steal- lesser mountain men followed his
ing down to the place In the thicket of counsel blindly and regarded bis word
rhododendron, saw them perilously as law. But, more than that, the Jurors When His Old Rifle Spoke Schoolboy
From the Blue Grass Fell Dead.
near the trickling stream which even who passed on his question of life
then bore on Its surface little kernels and death would be drawn from a com- a vindictive frown, had he known. She
of yellow corn. Deeply and violently munity which knew him only by his had come, however, anyway perhaps.
old Bob swore as he drank from his newspaper-madreputation.
after all, she cared! If so, It was
little blue keg, and when one day be
So It was not long before Anse revelation worth hanging for.
saw tbem again he asked counsel of Havey lay In a cell In the Winchester
Then he heard ber voice low and
no man. He went down and crept Jail. He had been denied bond and musically pitched in answer to quesclose through the laurel, and when bis fronted a dreary prespect.
tions.
old rifle spoke a schoolboy from the
Wben the trial of Anse Havey be"I have known Mr. Havey," she said
Blue Grass fell dead among the rocks gan there was one spirit In the land. quietly, "ever since I went to the
of the water course.
Here was an exponent of the unjusti- mountains. He has helped me In my
After that death, the first murder of fiable system of murder from ambush. work and has been an advocate of
an Innocent outsider, the war which In the cemetery at Lexington, where peace wherever peace could be bad
Anse Havey had so long foreseen sleep the founders of the western em- with honor."
broke furiously and brought the or- pire, lay a boy whose life bad Just beAt the end of each answer the com
ders of upland and lowland to the gun In all the blossom and Sunshine monwealth's attorney was on his feet
grip of bitter animosity.
of promise and who had done no with quickly snapped objections. Anse
Old McGreegor's victim bad been wrong.
Havey's heart sank. He knew this
young Roy Calvin, the son of Judge
The special term of the court had man s reputation for bullying witCalvin of Lexington, and the name of brought to Winchester a throng of nesses, and be bad never seen a wom
Calvin in central Kentucky was one farmer folk and onlookers. Tbelt an who had come through the ordeal
associated witb the state's, best tra- horses stood hitched at the racks unshaken. Yet slowly the anxiety on
about the square when the sheriff led his face gave way to a smile of In
ditions.
It bad run In a strong, bright thread Anse Havey from the Jail to the old finite admiration. Juanita Holland'i
through the pattern of Kentucky's building where he was to face bis ac quiet dignity made the testy wrath of
achievements, and when news of the cusers and the Judges who sat on the the state's lawyer seem futile and
wanton assassination came borne, the bench and In the Jury box.
peevish.
He took his seat with his counsel at
state awoke to a shock of horror. The
The defendant saw the subtle
Infamy of the hills was screamed in his elbow and listened to the pre change of expression on the faces of
echo to the mourning, and the name liminary formalities of Impaneling a the Jury. He saw them shifting tbelr
of Bad Anse Havey was once more Jury. His race told nothing, but as sympathy from the lawyer to the worn
man after man was excused because an, and the lawyer saw It, too. They
printed In large type.
The men whose capital sought to he had formed an opinion, he read lit kept her there, grilling her with all
wrest profit from the bills, and whose tle that was hopeful In the outlook
the tactics known to artful barristers
employee had been slain, were quick
He calmly heard perjured witnesses for an unconscionable length of time.
to take advantage of this hue and cry from his own country testify that be but she was still serene and
had approached them, offering bribes
of calumny.
Tbey hurled themselves into the for the killing of young Calvin which
"By heaven!" exclaimed Anse Havey
fight for gaining possession of coveted they had righteously refused. He knew to himself, as be leaned forward,
land and were not particular as to that these men bad been bought by "she's makln' fools of 'em all an'
methods.
Jim Fletcher and that they swore for she's doln' it for me!"
Even the Judge, whose face bad
Jim Fletcher came and went con- the hire of syndicate money, but he
stantly between the lowlands and only waited patiently for the defense been sternly set against the defense,
highlands. He was all things to all to open. He saw the scowl on the shifted ln his cbalr and his expression
men, and In the bills be cursed the faces in the Jury box deepen Into con- softened. The commonwealth's attorlowlander, but In the lowland be viction as witness after witness took ney rose and walked forward, and
cursed the bills. Milt and Jeb and the stand against him. and be saw the Anse Havey clenched bis bands under
Anse rode constantly from cabin to faces In the body of the room mirror the table, while bis fingers itched to
seize the tormentor's throat.
cabin In their efforts to circumvent that scowl.,
Then the prosecution rested, and as
"You don't know that Anse Havey
the adroit schemes of the mountain
Judae who bad sold bis soul to the a few of Its perjarles were punctured, didn't Incite this murder. You only
'
the faces In the box lightened their choose to think so. Isn't that a fact?"
lowland syndicate.
Fletcher sought a foothold for capi- scowl a little but very little. The tide stormed the prosecutor.
"I know that Anse Havey Is intal to pierce fields acquired at the bad set against htm, and he knew it.
price of undeveloped land and then Unless one of those strangely psycho capable of It." was tho tranquil retort.
"How do you know that?"
to take the profit of development. logical things should occur which
"I know him."'
Anse sought to bold title until ' the sweep juries suddenly from tbelr
sales could be on a fairer basis, and moorings of fixed opinion, be must be . "Who procured your presence In
the sacrifice to Blue Grass wrath, and this courtroom as a defense witness T"
so the issue was made up. '
Capitalists, like Malcolm, who sat In on the list of witnesses under the Each interrogation came with rising
directors' rooms launching a legiti- band of bis Lttorney there were only a spleen and accusation of tone.
"I asked to be allowed to come,"
mate enterprise, had no actual knowl few names left pitifully few.
"rifle-guns-

"WnyT

counsel set his Jaw, aa he had a trick
"Because I know that back of this
of letting It wben he faced a forlorn prosecution lies the trickery of Inter
hope, and throw the list of names ests seeking to dispose of Anse Havey
aside as something worthless. As the so that tbey may plunder bis people."
lawyer spoke Anse Havey'e face for
The lawyer wheeled on the judge.
the first time lost Its Immobility and
"1 must ask your honor to admon
showed amazement He bent forward lab this witness against such false and
wondering If his ears had not tricked Improper charges or to punlBb ber
him. His attorneys had not consult for contempt" be blazed furiously.
ed him as to this step.
But the Judge spoke without great
"Mr. Sheriff," commanded the law severity as be cautioned: "Yea, the
yer for the defense, "call Miss Juanita witness must not seen to Imply mo
Holland to the stand."
tives to the prosecution."
The attorney took another step for
ward with a malicious smile.
CHAPTER XXIII.
He
paused that the next question and Its
If In the mountains there waa one answer might fall on tbe emphasis of
person of whom the Blue Grass knew a momentary silence. Then he point
with favor, it waa Juanita Holland. ed a finger toward tbe girl, with tbe
She had worked quietly and without manner of one branding a false wit
any blare of trumpets. Her efforts had ness, and demanded:
never been advertised, but the thing . Is there any sentimental attach
she was trying to do was too unusual ment between you and tbls defendant
a ining to Dave escaped public no- Anse Havey t"
There was a moment's dead silence
tice and public laudation. That she
was spending her life and her own in the courtroom, and Anse saw Jua
large fortune In a manner of
i
nitas face go white. Then be saw her
flee and hardship was a thing of which finger nails whiten as they lay in her
lap and a sudden flush spread to her
the state had been duly apprised
She, at least would stand acquitted face.
of feudal passion. She stood as a lone
She looked toward the judge, and at
fighter for the spirit of all that was once the lawyer for tbe defense waa
best and most unselfish In Kentucky on his feet with the old objection
Ideals and the Ideals of civilization.
"Tbe question is Irrelevant"
If she chose to come now as a wit
Then, while counsel tilted with each
ness for Anse Havey, she should otber, the girl drew a long breath
have a respectful bearing. The pris and the man whose life was In tbe
oner bent forward and fixed eyes bias balance turned pale. too. not because
ing with excitement on the door of of tbls, but because the woman be
the witness room. He saw It open and loved had been asked tbe question
saw her pause there, pale and rather which was more to him than life and
perplexed, then she came steadily to death a question he had never dared
the witness stand and asked: "Do I to ask himself.
I think," ruled the court "the ques
sit here?"
The maq had known her always In tion Is relevant as going to prove the
the calico and gingham of the moun credibility of the witness."
So she must answer.
tains. Tbls seemed a different wom
an who took her seat and raised ber
The prisoner's linger nails bit Into
hand to be sworn. She was Infinitely bis palms and he smothered a low
more beautiful he thought In the ha oath between bis clenched teeth, but
biliments of ber own world. She Juanita Holland only looked at tbe
seemed a queen who had waived her
witb a clear-eyeand
regal prerogatives and come Into this serene glance of scorn under which he
seemed to shrivel She replied with
mean courtroom In his behalt
His heart leaped into tumult He; the dignity of a young queen who can
afford to ignore insults from the gut
would not hr.ve asked her to come
would not have permitted her to sub- ter.
"None whatever." v
mit to the heckling of the prosecutor,
Tbe defendant sat back In his chair
whose face was already drawing into
and tbe smile left bis lips as though
he had been struck by a thunderbolt.
He knew that his case was won, and
yet as he saw ber leave tbe witness
stand and the courtroom, he felt sicker
at heart than he had felt since he
could remember. He would almost
have preferred condemnation with the
hope against bope left somewhere
deep in his heart that there slept in
hers an echo to his unuttered love.
The question he had never dared to
ask she had answered answefed un
der oath, and liberty seemed now s

e

uncon-fused-

.

d

very barren gift
Wben he had been acquitted and
was going out he saw a figure in con
sultation with the prosecutor a figure
which had not been inside the doors
during the trial. It was Mr. Trevor of
Louisville and be was testily saying:
Oh, well, there are more ways of
killing a cat than by choking It with
butter."
Anse Havey did not require the in
terpretation of an oracle for that
cryptic comment He knew that tbe
effort to dispose of him would not
end with bis acquittal.
Juanita was going away to enlist
her staff of teachers and arrange for
the equipment of tbe little hospital.
and Anse did not tell ber of his Inse
curity.
You'll promise to be very careful
while I'm gone, won't you?" she de
manded, as they sat together tbe nlgbt
before she left.
I'll try to last till you get back," he
smiled. He was sitting with a pipe In
bis band a pipe which had gone out
and been forgotten.
In the darkness pf the porch every
thing was vague but herself. She
seemed to him to be luminous by some
light of her own. She was a very
wonderful and desirable star shining
far out of reach of his world.
Suddenly
she laughed, and he
asked:
"What Is it?"
"1 was Just thinking what a fool I
was when I came here," she answered.
Did you know that I brought a piano
with me as far as Peril? It's been
there over a year."
A piano!" be echoed, then they
both laughed.
I might as well have tried to bring
along the Philadelphia city hall." she
admitted. "Just the same, there have
been times when it would have meant
lot to me, an awful lot, If 1 could
hare bad that plano. I don't know
whether music meana bo much to you,

me"

thank too for everything," the said
softly
But Bad Anse Havey only answered
In an embarrassed voice: "I reckon It
might be a little Jlngly, so I had a fel
ler come up from Lexington and tune
It up."

Sbe went over and struck a chord.
then she came. back and laid a hand
on his coat sleeve.
"I'm not going to try to thank you
at all now," she said. "But you go
home and come back this evening and
we'll bave a little party, just you and

His features were wizened and his
eyes shifty. He was a coward and
an Intriguer by nature and inclination. l was logical enough that when
tbe verdict of tbe director's table that
Bad Anse Havey was a nuisance Altered down tbe line the persons seeking native methods for abating the
nuisance should come to Clayheel
Hackley.
One day In August this attorney at
law. together with Jim Fletcher and a
tricky youth who enjoyed the dlstlno- tlon of holding office as telegraph op-

erator at tbe Peril station, caucused
with music."
be said. "I reckon ye together in Hackley's dingy room.
In the death of Bad Anse Havey this
haven't noticed It but my rifle's
trio saw a joint advantage, since the
standin' there In your rack."
It was a night of starlight, with Just abating of such a nuisance would not
a sickle moon overhead and tbe muslo go unrewarded.
"Gentlemen," said tbe attorney, his
of the wblppoorwllls In the air, wben
Anse presented himself again at tbe wizened face working nervously, "this
school. He knew that be must break business has need to be expeditious.
off tbeje visits because while she had Gentlemen it requires, In Its nature.
few more failbeen away he had taken due account to be expeditious.
ing of himself and recognized that tbe ures and we are done for."
"Well, tell us bow ye alms ter do
poignant pain of locked Hps would
drive blm beyond control. He could hit" growled the telegraph operator.
"Jim Fletcher has tbe Idea," replied
no longer endure "the unlit lamp and
the unglrt loin." Now the sight of ber the lawyer Impressively. "Quite tbe
right Idea. How many men can you
set blm Into a palpitating fever and
burning madness.
He would Invent trust on a job like tbls, Jim?"
"As many as ye needs," was the consome excuse tonight and go away.
Then be came to tbe open door and fident response. "A dozen or a score
stood on the threshold transfixed by If they're wanted."
"Enough to make It sure, but not
tbe sight which ereeted bis eyes. His
"We
bat dropped to the floor and lay there. too many." urged Hackley.
He thought be knew Juanita. Now should set a day precisely as the court
he suddenly realized that the real would set a day for er an execuJuanita he had never seen before, and tion. The force you send out should
as he looked at ber be felt Infinitely simply stay on the Job until It's done.
far away from her. He was, a very If Anse Havey can be got alone, so
dim, faint star in apogee.
much the better. But above all "
She sat with her back turned and The lawyer paused and spoke witb
her fingers straying over tbe keys of his most forceful emphasis: "Don't
the piano and sbe was In evening Just wound this man. See that the
dress! The shaded lamp shone softly thing Is finally and definitely settled."
on Ivory shoulders and a string of
"I'll be there myself." Jim Fletcher
pearls glistened at ber throat Around assured him "Now wben Is this day
ber slim figure the soft folds of ber goln' ter be?"
gown fell like gosaamer draperies and,
"This is Monday?" reflected the at
to his eyes, sbe was utterly and flaw torney.
"There is no advantage Id
lessly beautiful.
delay. It will take a day or two to get
She bad followed a whim that night ready. Let the case be docketed, as I
and "dressed up" to surprise blm. Sbe might say for Thursday."
bad promised him a party and meant
Anse Havey bad gone to Lexington.
to receive him with as much prepara
tion as she would bave made for roy- Never again did he mean to hold
alty. But to blm it was only a dec- against himself tbe accusation of "the
He
laration of tbe difference between unlit lamp and the unglrt loin.
tbem, emphasizing how unattainable knew that she loved him.
In Lexington be had bought a ring
sbe was; how untblnkably remote
and at Peril be bad got a marriage lifrom him own rough world.
days were
Then, as she heard bis steps and cense. His
rose, sbe was disappointed because In over. He had one youth, and he knew
bis face, instead of pleasure, she read that if his enemies succeeded in
only a tumult whose dominant note their designs that might at any moment be snapped short with sudden
was distress.
Don't you like me?" she asked, as death. It did not seem to him that one
she gave blm ber hand and smiled up of Its golden hours should be wasted.
As he came out of the courthouse
at him.
Like you!" be burst out, then be with the invaluable piece of paper Is
caught himself with something like a bis pocket two men, seemingly ungasp. "Yes," he said dully. "I like armed, rose from the doorway of the
you."
store across the street and drifted toFor a while she played and sang, ward tbelr bitched horses.
Young Milt McBrlar had ridden over
and then tbey went out to the porch,
where she sank down In the barrel-stav- to Peril that day with several companhammock which hung there ions, and Anse Havey went back with
and he sat in a
chair by tbem. So It happened that quite acci
dentally he made tbls Journey under
her side.
He sat very moody and silent, bis escort The men who rode a little way
hands resting on bis knees, trying to In his rear cursed their luck and
repress what be could not long hope waited. And, though they lurked In
hiding all that afternoon near Anse
to keep under.
Sbe seemed oblivious to bis deep ab Havey's house, they saw nothing more
straction, for she was bumming some of their Intended victim.
Anse was keenly alive to eacb day's
air low, almost under hef breath.
threat, and when be
But at last sbe sat up and laughed Impending
a silvery and subdued yet happy little recognized the face of Jim Fletcher in
laugh. She stretched ber arms above Peril, as he came through, be bad read
mischief In the eyes and recognized
ber bead.
It's good to be back, Anse," sbe that the menace bad drawn closer.
So, wben be was ready to cross the
said softly. "I've missed you lots."
He dared not tell ber bow be bad ridge to the school, he obeyed an old
missed ber, and he did not recognize sense of caution and left his horse
tbe new note in ber voice the heart saddled at the front fence that It
note. There was a strange silence be might seem as if be were going out
tween them, and as they sat, so close but bad not yet gone.
He had sent a messenger for Good
that each could almost feel tbe other's
breath, tbelr eyes met and held In a Anse Talbot, and the preacher arrived
while be was at his supper.
locked gaze.
"Brother Anse," he said, "I'm goln'
Slowly, as though drawn by some
occult power over which he held no to need ye some time betwixt now and
control, tbe man bent a little nearer. midnight 1 want ye to tarry here till
little nearer. Slowly tbe girl's eyes 1 come back."
"What's the nature of business ye
dilated, and then, with no word, sbe
suddenly gave a low exclamation, half needs me fer. Anse?" demanded the
"I hadn't hardly ought
gasp, half appeal, all Inarticulate, and missionary.
both hands went groping out toward ter wait. Thar's a child allln' up the
top fork of little fork of Turkey-Foo- t
blm.
With something almost like a cry. creek."
But Bad Anse only shook bis bead.
the man was on bis knees by the hammock and botb his arms were around "It's the best business ye ever did,"
her and ber head was on his shoulder. he confidently assured the preacher.
Then he was kissing her cheeks and "But I can't .tell ye yet Is the child
Hps, and Into his soul was coming a In any danger?"
"I reckon not: hit's jest allln'
sudden discovery with the softness
and coolness of the flesh his lips
The brown-facetouched.
'
man sat dubiously
It lasted only a moment, then she shaking his bead, and Anse's features
pushed him back gently and rose. suddenly set and hardened.
while one bare arm went gropingly
"I needs ye," he said. 'Ain't that
across ber face and the otber band enough? I'm goln' to need ye bad."
went out to the porch post for sup"That's a right strong reason, Anse,

'
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"Good-by.-
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but to
port
"1 know," be broke in. "1 some
In a voice low and broken she said:
Ypu must go!"
times 'low that life ain't much else ex
cept the suramin' up of tbe things a
No!" be exclaimed, and took a
feller dreams. Music is like dreams step toward ber, but she retreated a
vlt makes dreams. Yes. I know some little and shook her bead.
thin' about that"
"Yes, dear please," she almost
She went away and, though she was whispered, and tbe man bowed in acnot long gone, ber absence seemed In- quiescence.
terminable to Anse Havey. He met
"Good night" he said gravely, and
her at the train on her return with a picking up bis hat he started across
starved idolatry In bis eyes, and to- tbe ridge.
gether they rode back across the
But now there were no ghosts In
ridge.
his life, for all tbe way over that
But wben sbe entered tbe building rough trail be was looking up at tbe
which had been the first scboolbouse stars and repeating Incredulously over
the man drew back a step or two and and over to himself: "She loves me!"
watched as surreptitiously as a boy
who has in due secrecy planned a sur
CHAPTER XXIV.
prise.
She went in and then suddenly halt
In a small room over the post office
ed and stood near the threshold In
Peril an attorney, whose profes
amazement Her eyes began to dance sional success bad always been pre
and sbe gave a little gasp of delight carious, received those few clients
There against One wall stood her who came to him for consultation. The
piano.
lawyer's name was Walter Hhckley,
She turned to him, deeply moved. but, he was better known as Clayheel
and after the first flush of delight her Hackley, because he never wore socks
eyes were misty.
and his bare, ankles were tanned to
'
"I wonder how I am ver going to the hue of river-banmud.
--

k

but"

For an Instant the old dominating
will which had not yet learned to
brook mutiny
leaped Into Anse
Havey's eyes. His words came In a
harsher voice:
"Will you stay of your own free
will because I'm goln' to need ye.
Brother Anse?" he- - demanded. "Because, by God, ye're goln to stay one
way or another."
"Does ye mean 'ye aims ter hold
me hyar by force?"
"'Not unless ye make me. 1 wouldn't '
hardly like to do that."
For a moment the missionary,

de-

bated. He did not resent the threat
of coercion. He believed In Anse
Havey. and tbe form of request ron- vinced him of its urgency.
So he nodded his head. "I'll be hyar
'
when ye comes." he said.'
Anse left bis house that night nelth-er by front nor back, but In the dark
shadows at one side, and his talisman of luck led his noiseless feet 'safely between tbe scattered sentinels
who were watching his dwelling to
kill him.
(TO BB OrTOTWUED.!
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war department
decided and an
nounced that the appointment to vol
DRIVE
PLAN
unteer commissions
will be made
from those classes of our citizens who
have had such experience, and that
those classes the selections will
ARMY from
be made In the following order:
(A) Persons who have had experi
ence as commissioned officers' In the TEUTON
LINES
CRUMBLE
ON
and
War College Heads Prepare for regular army of the United States
FRONTS
OF MORE THAN
of volunteers of proved ex
Handling of Great Voperience and ifilclency.
TWO MILES.
s
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Woman Saved From a Seri
out Surgical Operation.
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Compound,
and the result is I
feel like a new worn'
an. I am well and
strong, do all m
Own house work an
have an eight pound baby girl. I know
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound saved me from an operation
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"
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Washington.
TIiq, war college dl
rlslon of the genernl stuff of the Unit
ed States army bus complete plans
prepared for the mobilization of a clti
zens' army. These plans were coin
pleted some time ago In anticipation
of the time when the United States
might be called upon to enter Into
s
power,
Nelub Fishback, 1521 Christy Ave., hostilities against a
These plans were based, It Is said, up
Louisville. Ky.
Everyone naturally dreads the sur- - on the possibility that the first cull
geon s knife. Sometimes nothing else for volunteers might be for 1,000,000
will do, but many times Lydia E.
's
men.
The war college recently pre
Vegetable Compound has saved
pared
official paper dealing with
an
the patient and made an operation un
the raising of a volunteer army.
necessary.
"Under existing laws and under con
If you have any symntom about which
you would like to know, write to the temporaneous
conditions therewith,'
lávala & nnkham Medicine Co.. Lynn, says the war college, "it has hereto
Mass.. for hdnfiil advino Hvw
fore been assumed that In the event of

v

first-clas-

Pink-ham-

Some Consolation.
We are told that housewives can no
longer afford to serve cabbage. That's
too "bad, of course but how much bet
ter the boarding limine of the future
Is going to smell)

SKIN TORTURES
That Itch, Burn and Scale Quickly Re
lleved by Cutlcura Trial Free.

It takes about ten minutes to
that a hot bath with Cutlcura

prove
Soap
followed by gentle applications of
Cutlcura Ointment will afford relief
and point to speedy healment of
eczemas, ltchlngs and irritations. They
are Ideal for all toilet purposes.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address poRtcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston.
Sold everywhere.
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Getting Free Notices.
That eminent
Iloudl
nl. Is Just summing up the net results
of bis purchase of the Bernhardt sta
tue. Ton may possibly remember that
the stntue was presented to time,
Bernhardt by John Drew, In the name
of the actors of America, and after
wards was discovered not to have been
paid for.
The sculptor's wife sent
Bernhardt a bill for It and Bernhardt
promptly responded that he had nc
opted It as a gift and would send It
hack rather than pay for It. A most
embarrassing situation ensued and all
tho newspapers commented upon It.
Then came Homllnl to the fore. He
paid the sculptor's wife for the statue
and wrote Mtne. Bernhardt begging her
to keep It with lib) compliments and
forget an Incident which had brought
embarrassment to the door of the
world's grentest artiste. Houdlnl has
Just finished tabulating the returns
from hi press clippings describing his
highly commendable act and Unking
his nnme with Bernhardt's have been
received. Over half of them were
stories.. They average 15 lines In
length. Estimating this advertising at
the pure reading matter rate of a dollar a line, Houdlnl calculates that he
has reaped the equivalent of an
of $50,340. The statue cost
him $30. New York Letter.
first-pag-

In a Novel.
"Well, this heroine marries early, I

must say."
"Hnh?"
"Pnge thirteen."
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WINS AT ANCRE

Louiaville, Ky. "For four year 1
offered from female troubles,
s,
lunteer Force.
and nervousness.
I could not
sleep, had no appetite and it hurt me to
walk. If I tried to do any work, I
TRAINING PROPOSED
would have to lie down before it was RAPID
The doc- i ti i iTi.'ll finished.
in ii
L!
AM
tors said I would
mi!l have to be onera-- Special Attention Given to Selection of
ted on and I simply
Officers Qualified by Experibroke down. A
ence to Lead Men
friend advised tn
Properly.- to try Lydia E.
y
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

United States would require not less
than half a million of men for the first
line, behind which could be prepared
:he greater army of citizen soldiers
apon whom our main reliance for natlonal defense Is conditionally placed."
Subject to President's Call. ,
The organization of . volunteer
armies can only be undertaken follow
ing tlifl presidential proclamation
stating the number needed, and on
this subject the war college says :
"Volunteer forces may be raised, or
ganized, and maintained only during
the existence or Imminence of war,
and only after congress shall have au
thorized' the president to raise such
forces. Congress could, however, by
legislative enactment, authorize the
presldont to rfilse such forces In time
of peace.
"When so authorized, the president
will Issue his proclamation, stntlng the
number of men desired for each arm,
corps, or department, within such lto
Its as may be fixed by law. It Is prob
able that the proclamation will also recite the causes that make the call
necessary and will state that the eu
Usted men shall be taken, as far as
practicable, from the several states,
territories and District of Columbia In
proportion to the respective popula'
tlons thereof.
"Following the call of the president
for volunteers, the secretary óf war
notifies the governors, etc., as In a call
for militia, informing them of the quo

(B)
officers of
experience In the regular army.
(C) Persons who have had expert
ence as officers In the mllltla.
(D) Persons who have qualified
according to law under prescribed ex
aminations to test their fitness to
commnnd and control men in the field,
In
(E) Graduates of educational
stitutions of military standing to
which regular army officers are de
tailed as professors of military science
under the law.
(F) Should the necessary number
of volunteer officers required not be
furnished from the above classes, the
war department will give civilians
lacking In actual military experience
an opportunity to appear for examina
tion to test their fitness for commissions, before boards which the war department proposes to create In the
several states.
Begin Training at Once.
Under the caption "Training of Vol
unteers" the wur college pamphlet
rends :
"The training of volunteer troops
must begin without delay "after their
Induction Into the service. No time
must be lost It should begin at the
company rendezvous, without waiting
for complete mobilization. Under our
tradltlonul policy of relying princi
pally for defense upon citizen sol
diers, the larger part of our land
forces will not be fully trained on the
It Is more than
outbreak of war.
probable that we shall have to employ
some of them with little or no train
ing as soon as they can be assembled

"Health and How to Have It" tells Important facts every person ought to know. It
ia clean, concise, and scientific It tells
you why you drag along uncomfortable
from day to day. It offers you advice on
how to overcome this condition.'.

If it doesn't appeal to you, you are not under obliga
tlons to follow it. If its conclusions are common sense.
you will want to benefit by it.
It's yours for the asking. If your druggist can't give you a copy, writ
to us direct.
The Parana Company, Columbas, Ohio

TURKS LOSE ON TiGRiS
GERMAN SUBMARINE SINKS 50,00(
' TONS
OF MERCHANT SHIPS
IN A SINGLE

And many a mun who pays cash

DAY.

Weitern Newspaper Union New

sleeps on tick.

Service.

London, Feb. 20. British troops captured German positions on a front of
about one and onehalf miles, penetrating the German defenses to a dls
tance-oabout 1.000 yards, and ComT
ing within close range of Petit Mirau-monwhich lies to the northeast of
tirand Court, on the Ancre front in

LIFT OUT ANY CORN

Berlin. One German submarine returning to her home base reports that
during a period of twenty-fou- r
hours
In sultuble units.
she sank merchant ships aggregating
the
of
amount
character
and
"The
60,000 tons. Another German submatraining will at first be directly pro- rine has a record of sinking a total
portional to the time consumed, pro tonnage of 35,000 In
five days.
vided a rational scheme be followed,
How much time will be available It
Lloyd's announces that the
London
Is Impossible to predict It Is reason
British Bteamer Lady Anne, 1,016 tons,
In
the
however,
assume,
that
to
able
has been sunk by striking a mine.
event of a war with an oversea enemy Two
of the crew were killed and five
It will be the time required for our injured. The captain
and eighteen
enemy to establish at least a partial
missing.
men
are
open
control of the sea sufficient to
Sinking of the following steamers
the way for lundlng of expeditionary was
announced by Lloyd's:
forces.
7,175 tons.
Worcestershire,
"Any system of training, however,
Valdes, 2,2a5 tons.
good In Itself, will fail to bring the deRomsdalen, 2,548 tons.
sired results unless there are avail
Leouhardt, 1,468 tons.
Marie
able a sufficient number of trulned In
Marion Dawson, 2,300 tons.
structors, officers and noncommis
Queenswood, 2,701 tons.
sioned officers. The blind cannot lead
The crew of the Queens wood was
the blind."
except three men killed by the
Referring to the mobilization of the Baved
explosion.
college
war
volunteer armies, the
points out that all points of mobiliza
tion have been selected, one In encn GOVERNOn DEEAGADIES
state of the Union, and that these preliminary arrangements have been ap- New Mexico Governor Passes Away at
proved by both the federal and state
Santa Fé After Long Illness.
authorities. These plans provide for
sup
ta for their respective states, the exist the necessary buildings, for water
Santa Fé, N. J.U. uovernor E. C. de
Ing militia organizations that will be ply, and nil other essential needs Baca died Sunday afternoon at 4
received into the volunteers, the new which will arise.
o'clock of pernicious anaemia.
organizations' that It Is desired to
Governor de Baca had been ill for
raise, and the maximum and mínimum
some time, failing health forcing him
strength of organizations."
to take only a minor part In the cam
Arizona Mightiest of
paign for his own election last fall.
All terms or enlistments, it is point
All Fighting Vessels.
ed out, "will be the same as that for
He was sworn in virtually on a sick
the regular army, exclusive of reserve
bed, barely a score of persons attendperiods," and uo person can be enThe Arizona, the newest addiing his Inauguration, which was held
listed for the volunteer forces "who
tion to the United States battlein his room in a local sanitarium.
and
Is not effective and
ship division, not only Is the bigThe governor gave small attention
gest of Uncle Sam's sea fighters,
who is not within the ages stipulated
to state affairs until the Legislature
but no other naval power has a
for that service under the law as It
met, two weeks after he took office.
fighting vessel that can reach It
exists at the time of the president's
Then he began to exercise more and
In size.
calL Neither can any man be enmore of the executive functions, but
listed who does not speak the English
It Is larger by 200 tons that the
the "strain told on him severely, and
language, while persons under eight
Pennsylvania, the flagship of
further heroic treatment was resorted
een years of age can be accepted only
Admiral Mayo, of which It Is a
to.
i
' Governor de Baca will be succeeded
with the signed approval and consent
sister ship.
of the parent or guardian of that perIt will bo a damaging foe for
by a Republican, Lieut. Gov. William
son.
an enemy to meet. Its twelve
E. Lindsey of Portales. Governor de
0
guns fire a broadside of
Recruiting, Rendezvous and Depots.
Baca's running mate, former Gov. W.
pounds of steel, which can
C. McDonald, was defeated at the last
The war college continues :
be directed accurately at a mark
"With a view to recruiting and main
state election.
15 miles distant. The broadside
taining all organizations of the lnnd
Is 6,000 pounds more than the
as near their prescribed
forces
Ask U.S. Intervention In vu-- u.
combined broadsides of the Kanstrength as practicable, the necessary
Washington,
Apprehension o"ér
HampNew
sas, Vermont and
rendezvous and depots will be estabwas increased by
Cuban
the
situation
shire,, ships that have been
lished by the secretary of war and
receipt of dispatcnes troui xtuu.(j
fleet.
reserve
placed
in
the
will be directly controlled by him. Here
stating that the situation in that secThe displacement of' the Arithe recruits will be enlisted and
of Cuba is very critical and
tion
zona Is 81,000 tons. It Is
trained. For the purposes of Instructhreatening. Business throughout that
engines,
by
tion and discipline, the troops at the
region has been paralyzed;' there are
which drive It at a speed averagrecruit depots may be organized Into
no malls, and trains are not operating.
ing 20 knots an hour.
companies and battalions, at the dis
The insurrectionists in Control 'of San
cretion of the secretary of war. The
tlago have seined two Cuban merchant
noncommissioned officers and privates
vessels, the Frank Penny and the
will be of such grades and numbers as
Julia, which have been heavily armed
IN
GRIEF
WAITS
SILENT
":"
the president may prescribe.
and "stationed at (lie mouth of the har
FOR NEWS OF LOVED ONES bor.",
"It Is apparent that the recruits at
.'.
' '
.
'
depots
tntendare
and
the rendezvous
d to form a reserve battalion for each Plight. of Bereaved Englishman In New
Permit Americans to Leave Turkey.
regiment or equivalent thereof of reg
York Brings ,Home to Watchers ,
..Washington. Permission for the
only;
the
..for
New Warfare.
' departure
ulars and volunteers
.Tragedy
or the ; American refugees
act also provides that in order to main
Turkey
from
has been given., by the
tain the land militia organization-a- t
New York.It took the silent Brief
'Ambassador
Ottoman
., government.
bring
thff
strength
recruit
to
Englishman,
their .maximum
of John'M. Little,
Elkus at Constantinople adyjsed the
Rendezvous, and depots In any state or keenly home to the officials and clerk
territory may, at the request of' the of the Anchor line offices the loss of State Department today'' that a Turkgovernor thereof, enlist and train re- the California, one of the liners sunk ish authority had expressed the hope
cruits for land mllltla in the service as a result of Germany's new subma- that the' Americans would be given
pássage soon and their departure
of the United States from such state rine campulgn.'
would-Ino way be interfered with.
required
a
officers
All
or territory.
the
Modestly, almost dimuentiy, tame,
for such recruit rendezvous and depots spare, flight man, asked for news ol American missionaries In Syria, Palestine and Turkey are .awaiting transwill be volunteers of the proper arm of his wife and four children, nteeru'g
I i f,V:
portation at Beirut.
was
cable,
he
passengers. The latest
the service.
told, reported his wife- and one child
Appointment of Officers.
National Guard Ordered Home.
"All volunteer officers are appointed missing the others had- been saved...'San Antonio, Tex. Following the re
"But the wife and baby," he pleaded.
by the president, but the number and
grade of such officers shall not exceed "Can't you give me a word of hope?" ceipt Of orders for, release of all the
No one dared reply.- Tears welled state troops remaining in the Mexican
the number and grade Of like officers
and
provided for a like force of the regu- from Little's eyeá and irolléd unre. border service, GehFunstxji
''
lar army, and they will be subject to strainedly down his cheeks. The bus- members of bis staff began preparasuch assignment to duty and trans- tling activity Stopped and heads wen tions for sending home the 50,000
guardsmen. Movements will, not be
, bowed.
fers as the president may direct
Straightening himself with an effort commenced until organizations desig"In order that the lives of those
patriotic citizens who may volunteer Little squared his shoulders and nated to go home under previous orfor servlcs may be safeguarded and walked away, the tears still stream- ders have left their border stations.
'
Virtually all of the "troops included in
conserved and not risked tinder per: ing down his face.
Not a word was uttered as the wort the earlier lot will be out of the way
sona lacking In experience In the care
Feb. 20.
of soldiers In camp and la battle, the of the busy office was resumed.

fr

Apply a few drops then lift
corns or calluses off with
fingers no pain.

t,

France.
another Important position also was
carried along a front of about 1,000
yards, according to the official report
from headquarters. The text reads:
'"Successful operations on both
banks of the Ancre were undertaken
by our troops. Very considerable
further progress was made south of
the river."
Several Important gains against the
Turks in Mesopotamia are recorded in
the official report. In addition to forcing the Turks back on the Tigris river, the British captured 1,993 prisoners.

Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
i vnm
gently on the
Ji riiTTi bitvi
r I
liver. Cure
Biliousness,
Head- -

IT IS MAGIC!

WOMEN!

Just think

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

V

KÍ.V

X

You can lift
do their duty.
off any corn or callus ness, and Indigestion. They
PRICE.
without pain or soreness. SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL
Signature
Genuine
must bear
A Cincinnati man discovered this ether compound
and named it f reezone. Any
druggist will sell a tiny bottle of freezone, like here
MAK .UPHOLD TABLET
shown, for very little cost.
IN
THI
0O4.O
a
nip
I The quickMt w r g BUO
You apply a few drops diM n Bn
cold
to brk up
at X
rectly upon a tender corn
CM ttn
1

JEERS'

or canus. Instantly the
soreness disappears, then
ira shortly you will find the
corn or callus so loose that
you can lift It right off.
Freezone Is wonderful. It
dries Instantly. It doesn't
eat away the corn or callus, but shrivels It up without even Irritating the sur-

fe'ii

rounding skin.

Hard, soft or corns between the toes, as well as
pulnful calluses, lift right
off. There Is no pain be
fore or afterwards. If your druggist
hasn't freezone, tell him to order
small bottle for you from his wholesale drug house. adv.
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PARKER'S

7 'V--

HAIR

BALSAM

tollsrt prpartlofa of anril
Help to radioftte dandruff.
For R tearing Color and
Boouty to Gry or Fadexi Hair,
KXv and $1.00 t PrnrTliU.
A

Denver Directory

ft

Enquire for tbe
WusonNeTer Break Trace
Guaranteed

3

J. H. WILSON
SADDLERY CO.
DENVER

,W.H.NEYEÜb.JS
1

t Y

A woman nlwnys thinks she Is better than other women and a man
thinks he's no worse than other men.

'JUU
fl

Anto BaSlalora, ftooden, Uuoda,
Lamp
and Tanka MIDI aaa
KMPAIRBU BmI equipment an4
qolckeat (naranieed xtrrtoe la Cola-

ndo.
1881

TBUMS.

BBAHONABL
1!

roadway nMlikiMM

UKMVBU, COLO.

MACHINERY
Now and

ACTRESS TELL3 SECRET.
A well known actress gives tho following recipe fur gray hair: To half pint of
water add 1 oz. Bay Rum, a small box of
Barbo Compound, and Í4 ox. of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix It at home at very little coat Full
directions for making and use come In
each box of Barbo Compound.
It will
gradually darken atreaked, faded gray
hair, and make It soft and glossy. It will
not color the scalp, la not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub oft. Adv.

Ued

BUY, SELL or TRADE

Send for list

The Morse Broa. M. & S. Co.
Denver, Cola
1732 Was St

Motors
Generator
Repaired
Rewound
Automobile Starters and
Magnetos Repaired

GENERATOR CO.
To avenge our wrongs costs more THE MOTOR
Phuna Champa 1470
than to protect our rights.
18 E. 16th Ava.. DanTtr, Cole.
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Above everything else CERTAIN-TEE- D
stands for
and economy.
Any CERTAIN-TEE- D
product will deliver these qualities in full measure.
efficiency

14-In-

20,-00-

rv

'rro-pelle- d

'

combined .vy.üh
good judgment'
counts in business
now-a-day- s.

Grape-Nut- s

roon

-

'

:f

Ce rtain - teed
Roofing

Paints and Varnishes

roofing for
all types of buildings. In rolla for
factories buBineas, and farm buildings.

are made by expert paint men and
guaranteed to give satisfaction.
because made by the largest
business of its kind in the world, with
every facility for reducing costs. The
professional painter who uses CERTAIN-TEED
paints avoida all waste
and
and gets a quality guaranteed by a business of International
standing. Whether you paint or employ a painter, get CERTAIN-TEE-

is the efficient, economical

In artistlo

residences.

Light-weigh-

nourishment for'
sturdy muscles
and active brains.

,

"There's a Reason';
quality
or jise of pacKat,

fo change in price,

Low-piic- ed

shingles for

slate-surfac-

t,

Costs less to buy, less to lay and
less per year of life. Guaranteed &,
10 and 15 years according to thickness
(1 2 or S ply) and outlasts the period
of guarantee. Investigate
j

left-ove-

CERTAIN-TEEPRODUCTS CORPORATION
General Roofing Mfg. Co.. Grerf VemUa Co., Mound City Paint A Color Co.
Yerk, Ciiuto. PhiUe.lpUe, St. Lett, Beelea, Cleeekas. Pittilenk, Demh, Sea Preachc, Mihreakee,
Cndnuli, Nnr Orkaee. Lee Anftlei, Mi.iMp.IU, Kiuae CHr. SeeHle, leaiuapefa, Atleate. Kicaaoai,
Crate iUpiit, NukrUle. Sell Uke Car, Dei Meiaei, Heeatea, Dshlk, Leales, Sjrcaef , Herue

f

Canada's liberal Offer of
Wlieat Land to Settlers
ni

is open to yoii-r- to

every- - farmer or farmer's son
wno is anxious to estaDiisn ior
himself a happy home and
,

LrosperityV
Canada's hearty
more attractive
invitation this year
, than ever;
Wheat is much higher but
her fertile farm land just as cheap, and

in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
160 Aen Bomeitetiui Ai ActMlh; Fra to Srttlwt
$19 to $20 aw Acre
mi Oilier luí Sala at

a3P

,

ba

-

supplies balanced

Ce rtain- - teed

in

The great demand for Canadian Wheat will
keep up the price. Where a fanner can get
near l tor wheat and raiae HI to bushels to
the acre he fa bound to make meney that's
what you can expect in Western Canada. Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and Flex.
Mixed Fermín f ia Western Canada it fully as
promeDte an industry aa grain raising.
The weellent (falsee, fall of nutrition, ire the only
luoa reqnixea eunar xur ormi or aeifr purpoees.
Good icbouli. churches, markets oonvetfienl, ell mate
eroellene.' Military service Is not compulso rr in
Canéala bat there Ii an onoiuel demand fur farm
lebnr to replace the man? roana men who here
volunteered fur the war. Write for literature and
narticuiiu-- i ai Wrednced railway ratee lo Bast. of
liBulKraUOU, (Mtawa, Can., or to

mil

'
lawil

'?: 4 W.V.
See Bldg
"

Kootn

BENNETT

Omaha. Neb.

Canadian Government

Agent

i'

.

í

THE

The Spanish American
--

RaourrtnKD Aüuuht

S7. 1911.

and
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it is not good yolicy. There

ADVERTISED

$1.50 Per Tor

second-clas-

injury if we go out

Banking Service

'

matter at'the Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico'
Jan. 3 1917,

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

Now that the leak Probo has
failed to find anything tho instigators of it panted to rind to reflect on the President personally,
Why not turn as much energy to
investigating the source of the
financial aid that is keeping Villa
and Salazaar in the field in Mexico and trying to bring some
treasonable acts of some United
States backers of the Mexican
Revolution to justice.
It is strange that such a crime
can go on eternally unchallenged
Still the same influence which
will not be quenched is back of
it all that is bach of all political
crimes.
The Mexican situation is insti
gated and perpetrated by the
same methods and incentive that

The following isali&t of letters
remaining in the Post Office, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Jan. 29,
No. 1 Pomesener Blea de Trujil- lo
Letter
Y
Romero
Cordoba
Don
2
Jesus
3

Mrs. E. F. Holliday

4 Mr.

Johny Bearrup

Letter
Letter
Letter

The above letters will remün
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of that time, same will be
sent to the Division of Deud Letters, Washington D. 0.
When calling for above letters
Please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.

prompts the attempts at dominWm. G. Johnson,
ating our Legislature. As a
Roy, N. Mex
Postmaster,
means to an unworthy end we
are inclined to believe the hired
assassin and intimidator is more THE BEST RECOMMENDATION.
honorable and certainly less cowThe strongest recommendation any
ardly than the Prostitutor of the article may receive is a favorable
and administering word from the user. It is the recommendations of those who have used it
forces of the State.
that makes Chamberlain's Cough Rem.
Amanda

Gier-har- t,

Ohio,
writes.
It is a pleasure to note the
"Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
wonderful Reform measure passused in my famiiy off and on for
ed last week, by a vote of 143 to been
twenty years and it lias never failed
2 by the Illinois Legislature by to cure a cough or cold. " Obtainable
which over three hundred Boards everywhere
Commissions and appointive jobs
created from time to time to supply salaries for political followers
in the state, This bill was presented and urged by Frank 0.
Lowden, the Republican Governor who was elected by an overwhelming majority last fall.
Jbe-fo-

law-make-

hungry

Hall, Supt

13.

I

I'lCT'SIN COMPOUND, which wc
sell nt EOc and $1.00 per bottle with
a positivo guarantee of brneflt or
money back. - All druceisU also

Y. P. S. C.
'

North end South.
In 1331 tlio real citato ya'iuo r.f the
eoutho'-states was under $2,uGO,0o0,-000- ,
while tliat of tho northern states
Cxccortcd 15,000,000,000.
Tho banklnp
capitol of I South was ? 17,000,000.
that of the North $330,000,000. The
Imports of tho South in 18(30 v.ere
131,000,000, of thai North for the same
year $331,000,000. The white population of the seceding states was 6,000

The Best Servic is Assured. If You have any
BANKING BUSINESS to Trasact
Come to the i

Roy Trust and
Savings Bank

000,

cf the North

21,000,000.

Uncle Eben.

!

"People is gittin' so suspicious," said
Uncí Eben, "dat you can't be polite
to a stranger wliit bis takln' alarm
dat you's glneter try to sell him

N.M.

E.

v-

Hknson, President
Miss lilman Gbinkr, Sec'y.

LI, M.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M every Sunday even-i- n
at 7 o'clock.
Á cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier. .
Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT

1st & 3d Sundays at 7.30 P. M
Work Toward Desired End.
The life which hasn't a goal toward
Rev W. E. AesMan, Pnstor.
which every day' effort is carrying it
is very empty. It could not be otherBAPTIST
wise. To be happy and content to
foel a keen sest in living one must
Second Sunday in each month.
worli toward some end. Selected.
Services 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.
'

Total Resources,

C.N.ROARK

$125,000.00

'

$100,000.00 to Loan
at 9 percent

Clayton New Mex.
LAND PLATS of all kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS.

Prompt Attention
SOMETHING

GOOD.

CHRISTIAN

ROY

We have the above amount of
money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent lpercent commission- no inspection fees.
Inspector will be here in about
'
30 days. File applications now.

11

Those who hate nasty medicine
should try Chamberlain's Tablets for
constiyation. They are pleasant to J. L. HAYES Real Estate Co.
take and their effect is so ' aereeable
ann so natural that you will not real
ize that it has been produced by a Offiice with F. H. Foster, U.S.
Commissoner, ROY, N. M.
medicine,
obtainable everywhere.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday, 8 PM. Communion
service at the morning service.
4th Sunday of each month" at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.

i

Su

PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

$CNxfl(0(

J

3,

i

p.m.
MILLS

THE MEYERS CO. INC.

'

3rd Sunday

General Diitributori
Niw Mexico
AlBuquerque.

PPPgpPjgpUjjpjgjajt

-

i- -.

at ll.OOa. m. 8PM.
Hearn, Pastor.

O. W.

v

-
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"K"

yes,
that's the

but a story that's
long in the elements
that make you sit up late
nights with a good book.
J
K. Le Moyne has been a fam
X.1
ous surgeon. That much Mrs.
si
Rinehart lets you know soon after
the story opens. But why, at the
age of thirty, should he drop out of the
world that has known him and come to
the little town where Sidney Page lives?
Sidney is a' strong beautiful girl, training
hard to become a nurse. Perhaps it is
because she is so happy and so young
that life suddenly begins to press in
upon her, crowding her ideals with
puzzling, harsh realities. But,
always there are friends who
love , and watch over her
and there is "K."
When the last installment
is completed you will
icc luis is me uesi
mystery story max
you have read in

w

Virgil Anderson, who has, not
been West long enough to be
weaned away from his "Home
Paper," hands us a copy of the
Peoria (111.) Star in which an
headed'Moin
Bryan in keeping out of War.."
The sophistry of the thing is
to the effect that we resent no
indignity and run rather than
fight and asks the reader to wire
or write his congressman to

"Don't Fight,"
We agree with Mr. Anderson
that it 3 equivalent to staying

."í'ííi

!mék

mm

.

A.

many

1

day

a
vivid page out of
the book of life

&3

III

L

a

a tale that
willbegreatt
ly appreci- -

ated by

mm
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Roy

Garage

and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Gared for
At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work SS,SSr f
F. S. Brown,

,

seekers

were turned down and sent to
seek some useful employment in
stead of being aphides on the
body politic,
It matters not what the political
brand may be the deeds of a true
honest, efficient man are what
counts in the progress of civilization.
It is a matter for rejoicing that
such sentiments as these that
prompted Governor Lowden to
this revolutionaiy measure and
arroused the people of a great
tate to unanimously support
him in it is not confined to one
political party or to one state.
Our late Lamented Governor
was a standard bearer of the
same principles and, had he been
spared to us would have accomplished much for the betterment
of tHe people of his state. As. it
is his life ha3 left an immense
influence forgood.

I

name. Rath
er short title,

rs

appointment

Rev. G.

throuRh the use of

Our New Serial

Lowden made his campaign
the Primary and after on a
platform of "Decency, Honor,
Economy and gcod Government"
exactly the same platform upon
which our lamented Governor de
Baca made his compaign last
fall.
This bill presented by Govei
nor Lowden in the face of alrtott
universal opposition by. active
politicians and the Legislature
had the "Punch" of a real man
and the arroused public conscience of an intelligent people back
of it and the
dared
not vote against it. It is the
most sweeping' reform ever attempted in any state- - - and the
most needed. Party lines were
obliterated by it and a horde of

Your

at Christian Cnurcn.
presence is necessary.

belngr obtalnrd
rrsiilts that areNATOL,
I'lNKAf'-l'L-

and
Savings Bank

ROY,

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

Is now scientifically

reconnizi'd aa havlnfr (treat medicinal
value and when properly combined
with pepaln and other ingredients the
mixture la one of the finest things you
tan use for stomach trouble. rrmarlt-abl- o
Let us tell you about the

Roy Trust

law-maki-

Mrs,
edy so popular.
Waynesfield,

Juice
Trouble
Stomach
for

rineappls Jule

Banks are becoming more and more the custodians of
the funds of the people of both large and small means.
This is due to a wider appreciation of the value of
banking service as its usefulness is extended and
its methods become better known. In the case ofx

LETTERS

Church Directory

fry Pineapple

a limit whereat forebearahee
ceases to be a virtue.

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

U3

is

IRVIN OGDEN, SP.

Salicriptioa

threatens

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY,
ni
111

Sais

I

nuil

J

Proprietor1

New Mex.

iimiiMiimn.iwu.iwi'.i

Awaiting Its Time.
One age caunot comprehend another; there, too, it takes time to

subordinate, eliminate.' Truth
of 'this sort is not the elaboration of
one keen or strong mind, but of the
secret experience of many; nihil sine
aetata est, omnia tempua expectant.
"Nothing is without Us age and date;
all things vait for their time." Dean
Church.

The Boy of It.
wanted a dog, and the rich
uncle said: ' "Well, Eddie, suppose I i
give you two hundred dollars for a
dog. Would yon spend that whole sum
on one dog, or would you buy a pretty
good dog and put the rest of the
money in the savings bank?" "Well,
uncle," replied Eddie, "if you lea-rIt to me, I would buy two hundredTone
dollar dogs."
A boy

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

young

w i.

mm

SiWVSA

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

Old.

W'
'A':':- -

Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman KxTdaks and Supplies
'

Be

Sure to Read It
i

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

LOCAL
TO RENT: My hotel building
in Roy, now paying good returns
as a rooming house. Good Office
dining room and kitchen and
Fifteen bed rooms well arranged
and furnished. Good opening
and spuare deal for and right

Malaquias Baca, of Mosquero,
returned to Santa Fe Wednesday
He stopped at Las Vegas to attend the funeral of Governor de
Baca.
It is understood that Malaquias
has a desire to get an appoint
ment.

party.
For further particulars inquire

When you want to
Granville Kitchell,Roy, N. M. look good and feel good and
Good come to the

of

v

Be

Office.

About Wolves
There is nothing that quite
equals the grey wolf or lobe in

ü

S. H. Jenkins,

BROWN
& SELZ Work Shoes

SPECIAL in

Mens Black Chrome Water

proof

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

destructive appetite. Experienced Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
trappers and'' naturalists state
'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Jan. 17, 1917
that a calf or its equivalent is the
Notice is hereby given, that Esequlel
first item on the bill of fare oj Leyba
of Gallegos, N. M. Wbo on
the average wolf. For entrees Sept. 14th, 1911 made H.E No. 013887
he makes occasional inroads on a SJ SWJ: Sec 19 and
Sec. M)
flock of sheep, with a deer and Twp: 17N. Rng. :1E. N. M. P.
other wild game as desert. But Meridian has filed notice of insuch an appetite is not alone tention to make five year final proof,
to establish claim to tha land above despectacular, it is a serious eco- scribed, before Juanita, G, Gonza'es
nomic loss to not only the stock- U S Com, at Galleaos N M on the
men but every industry in the 14th, day of March 1917.
6tate.

Sec.

P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
ear
to make final Ihree
tion
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described before Register and
Clayton
Receiver, U. S. Land Otlk-New Mexico on April 18 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:

i

Thomas Manzanares
Juan Casuas
Bernardino Sanchez Fidel Montoya
All of Roy New Mexico.
'
Paz Valverde
Register.
7

Claimant names as witnesses:

stitched,

quarter,

whole

Cower Last, Blucher,

Dou-

Tailor-mad- e

Suit!

They cost no more than
and give
s
Ready-made-

ble Sole, All

Sizes-$5.-

00

Values

' $4.00

One week only,

February

19th to 24th.

more lasting satisfaction.
"Our New Spring Styles
$15.00
now on displaV.

Jc

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
s
Jan. 24, 1917
I
Notice is hereby given that George
R, Perry, of Solano N. M. who on
March 12, 1913, made Homestead Entry
No. 015608 for S J Sec, 1 Twp. 18N. Rng
27E. N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, be foro F. H. Foster U. S.
Commissioner at his office in Roy N.M.
on Mar. 15 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. Bowman
Walter

.

3--
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ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior.'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 29, 1917.
"C" Jan. 17, 1917
Ndtice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the General
Land oflice, under provisions of Sec.
2456, R. S., pursuant to tbe application
of Joe Brown of Sab'uoso, New Mexico
Serial No. 022970. we will offer at
p.blic sale, to the highest bidder, but.
at not less than $1.50, per .ere, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 18th day of May
1917 next at this office, the following-trac- t
Sec 24' T 17N
of land; NW1-NW- J

Hill R 25 E N M M
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
paz Valverde, Register.
paeseut at the hour named haveoeasee
3
bidding. The person making the high,
est bid will be requ.red to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount thereof
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Any persons claiming adverstly the
ISOLATED TRACT
above described land are advised to
PUBLIC LAND SALE
file their claims, or objections, nit or

Andres G. TrujiJW
All of Solano N, M.
2--

and up.

HOE

'

NOTICE E0E PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

,The balmy zephyre is a
signal for as change of
clothes,
Order a

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Olllte otClayton New Mexico,
Feb. 0, 1917,
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Charles W. Mc Ncill, of Mosxuero
N. M, who on July 26, 1911 made Desert Land Entry, No. 0135(55 for Lot 1,
Section. 22, Township. ltjN. Range 28E.
N, M. 1. Meridian has filed notice o(
proof
intention to mnke three-yea- r
1915
under
act of March 4th,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S,
Commissioner at Rov. N. M., on the
21st day of March. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. D. llames,
J. F. Smith,
Sherman Racy
W. T Loftin,
All of Mosquero
PAZ VALVERDE
Register

7

THE CALL of Spring

screw- -

Standard

1

T"20N R 25E and Uta 0, 10 andll Sec
tion 6 Township 20N Range 20 K. N. M

make the home more cheerful at a small cost.

Now Come On

.

Feb. 9, 1917

Wall Paper It will soon be
time for the general Spring
House Cleaning, just make it
little more thorough, and inspect our line of Wall Paper

Roy BarberShop

S--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Jose L.
Sanchez of Roy New Mexico, who on
Nov. 21, 1913 made H. E. No 0t6931

New Mexico.

ROY,

There will be a Dance for the
benefit of the Mills Base Ball
where you can, pass off the
Team, at Milis, N. M. Saturday
evening, Eeb. 24, 1917. Good time and enjoy your self. You
wont take the blues waiting for
Music Assured.
a shave; you can play pool and
Everybody Invited
hold your turn; smoke the best
SALE:-TwogCigars, eat the finest Candy in
ood
COWS FOR
milch cows- - one fresh, the other town, and the best of all be in
to be fresh right away. Enquire the best Barber Shop in town;

at the

ml

,

.

NOTICE TOE PUBLICATION

Notice for Republication

crrrto5crzzioirzz3

Jo Appe 1LO.

Remember

-

(ioe51

I30czz51
ra

John Backraaft

3-- 3

'

FOR PUBLICATION

x
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land before the tune designated for salo
PAZ VALVERDE
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Register
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
1917.9,
1917.
Jan.
Jan. 25.
"C"
Oflice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
Jan, 18, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
by the Commissioner of the General
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Edwin R. Noyes of Sabinoso San Land oflice, under provisión
of Sec.
Miguel Co, N.M. Who on Nov. 25,1922 2455, R. S. pursuant to the application Department of
the Interior, U. S. Land
ruade H. E. No. 015228 for
of Peter J. Laumbach of Roy, New
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
NEJ-SESec. 9: SWJ Mexico Serial No. 022153, we will offer
Feb. 6, 1917
SWJ Section 10 Township 17N. at public sale, to the highest bidder,
Notice is hereby given that
Meridian, hos but at not less than $2,60 per acre, at Lewis A, Nugen cf Roy, New Mexico
251T. N. M. P.
Ranee
o- i
filed notice of intention to makih t 10 o'clock A. M., on the 8th day of who on March 10th 1914 made Homeyear proof, to establish claim to the May 1917 next, at this office, the follow-m- g stead Entry, No. 017583 for SJ Section
to attend the Dental needs of land above describid, before W. H,
NWi-NE- l
2 Township 20
tractof land; i,
N. , Range 27E. N.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner" at
Sec. 22, T, 18N. R. 2CE.N. M. P. M, M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
this community.
his office at Roy, N. M. on Ma . 16 1917
The sale will not le kept open, but 'to make Three Year Proof, to estab
Claimant names as witnesses:
will be declared closed when those pie-so- lish claim to tho land above described
Valentin Baca Jose Ignacio Lujan
at the hour named have ceased before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
For best results mail your Simon Aragón Charley Van Garsbeck bidding. The person making the high- olllte in Roy N. M. on Mar. 21 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
..
films to Lafayette Studio.
N. M.
est bid will be required to immediately
A íf of Sabinos
R.
F. Emerson
J. W. Johnson Jr.
MexicOj
Roy, New
)iay to the Receiver the ammnunt
r.Z VALVEItliE
M. M. Ferris
C. C. Nugen
thereof.
Registei
'1
All of Roy New Mexico
Any persons claiming adversely the
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
abDve- - pescribed land ure advised to
Millions of Glass Eyes.
217
on
or
objections,
lile
or
theclnims.
The world's population makRS use
eyoa in tho coui'30 oí before the time designated for sale.
of 2,300,000
States
in
United
Nine Years
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
each year.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land Office as Law Clerk
3
Department of the Interior lS. Land
Ollice at Santa Fe New Mexico ,
and Contest man.
SEVERE COLD QUICKLY CURED.
Feb. 6, 1917
s"On December first I had a severe
FOR A BILIOUS ATTACK
Notice is hereby given that John W,
cold or attack of the grip as it mr.y be
acWyre of Koy New Mewico who on Nov
Final and was nearly sick in bed," writes O. When you have a severe headache,
Contests,.
Entries,
companied by a coated tongue, loathing 2) 1913 made 11. M; No. 01726k for NKJ- - ,
J. Metcalf. Weatherby, Mo. ''I bought of food, constipation, torpid livir, NEj'Sec. 13
Proof?, Plats and Abstracts
12 Twp. 20 N
two bottles of Chamberlain's Cough vomiting
promptly attended to.
of partly digested food and Rng. 2i)E, SWi sWi, Htc. 7 and
days
few
a
only
Remedy and it was
Sec. 1 Township 2UN Range 27E
Office 1st National Bank Bldg. until I was completely restored to then bile, you may know that you have
may N M P Meridian, has filed notice of In
you
While
attack.
sever
a
bilious
CLAPTON, N. M.
health. I firmly believe that Chamber-luin'- s
be quito sck there is much consolation tention to make Three Year Proof, ta
Cough Remedy is one of the very
in knowing that "relief may be had by establish claim to tbe Ur.d above deSheepdogs Untaxed.
to
best medicines and will know what
taking three of Chamberlains Tablets. scribed, before F. H. Foster U. 'V
Sheepdogs are tree from tax In th
do when I have another cold.".
They are prompt and effectual. Ob- - Co;nr. at Roy, N. M. on the 22 J day
United Kingdom.
'
Obtainable everywhere.
tainalle everywhere,
of Mar. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
G. Hall
Lpnm Curbey .
'B
THE HOME RESTAURANT
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
. C. E, Kidd
E. F. ivey
Roy, New Mexico
All'ol
New
Mexico.
LT. S. Land
Rov
Interior,
Department
of
the
Short Orders
Regular Meals
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
Pa., Valverde
Gentlemen
and
Ladies
Jan. 20, 1917,
'
A place to eat for
Register
Notice is hereby given that
with
the
public
We endeavor at all times to serve the
' Fred S. Edmonds otMosquero N. M.
rhino-- nn the market to eat. at a price consistant
Who on June 18, 1915 made Ada') H.l
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage,
No. 020314 for SWJ NWJ and NWJ-SW- i.
and
you
Decter
serve
can,
we
knowing
when in Roy,
Sec, 34 Twp. 19N. Rng. 28E.
give you more for your money than anyone else.
N, M, P. Meridian has filed notice of Department of Ill's Interior U.S. Land
Offl ;e at Clayton, New Mexico.
intension to make final proof to
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M,
Feb. 6.1917
desto
above
claim
the
land
establish
J.F. ARNETT Prop'r.
Notice
given that L. Geris
hereby
cribed before P.egist?r and Receiver,
U. S. Land Oflice at Clayton, N. Mex. trude Hedgecock, of Roy New Mexico
widow of Guy R. Hedgecock of Roy
on Mar. 2.1, 1917.
Was Eve Happy f
N. M. Who on April li) 1910 and Juy
Claimant names as witnesses:
Happy! Who is happy? Was there
K, JSmith 24, 1914 made HE No. 011143 and Addl
Baown,
F.
Benjamin
J.
not & serpent In Paradise Itself? And
Jose B. Garcia No. 018149 for SKi Sec 2 and NW1-NCesarlo Garcia
if Eve had been perfectly happy beSec. 11 Tp. 20N Rng 2BHN.M.P
'All of Mosquero, New Mexico.
forehand, would she have listened to
Register.
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
the tempter? Thackeray.
to make Five Year Pi oof, to establish
claim to the land above described, beBeating the Undertaker.
fore F. H. Foster U. S. comr. at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Some men think they are living
when they are but chunks of meat
Mora Co. new Mexico on the 22
Ro,
Residence
Office at
walking around heating some honest,
Department of the Interior U S Land day of Mar 1917
,
M.
ROY,
N.
undertaker out of a Job,
Office at clavton, New Mexico
Claimant names as vitnesses:
.
Pea Ridge Pod.
Jan, 18, 1917,
C. E, Kidd
T. O. Scott
Notice is hereby given that
G. R. Abernathy
E. C. Ivey,
Oscar A, Million of Solano Mora Co.
All of Roy New Mexico.
New Mexico. Who on March 16, 1910
Pa. Vaiverde Register
made H. E. Serial No. 011354 for the'
Tom J. Tati.ou Jr.. AhsvtucUi.
C. IT. Strong. County Treasurer
1
Sec. :w

During the eight months pre
Cruz A Baca Dr. H. S.
vious to January 1, the Biological Austin Martinez,
L. Casados
Matías
Casado
JacoboL,
Survey has killed more than 135 All of Gallegos New Mexioo.
twolves. Each of these animals,
PAZ VALVERDE
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
'
aside from their increase that
Register
up
Roy
to
take
hand
on
be
not
will
NOTICE i OR PUBLICATION
the habits and diet of the foreof
saving
repesents
a
bears,
U.
Land

NOTICE

Murdoch,

2--

7

-

"Dentis-

-

4

SOON

S.
Department of the Interior
S1300.00.
Office at Santa Fe N. M.
Jan. 17, 1917.
The next time you see a wolf
slinking off across the hills rer Nntire is hereby riven that
Co.
member while his hide may be Ursulo Gonzalos of Mills, Mora
N. M. Who, o March 10, 1913 and
worth $7.50 and the bounty $15.00
April 2, 1915, rsade H, E. No. 017987,

the important item is his thirteen
hundred per annum appetite.

Add'l No. Ó2325
NWJ-SE-

SWi-SE-

forSEJ-NE-

11 Twp. 21N.

Section

SJ-S-

J

Range

24 L.

.

Homer Holmes will read the M. P. Meridian has tiled. 'notice of in
tention to make three year proof, to
K. C. Star along with his
claim to the land above
establish
in future he is one of many who described, before F. H. Fester, U, S.
know a bargain in newspapers Commissioner, at hi oflice ot Roy,
N M on the 14 day of Mar. 1917.
at sight.
S--

S. F. Davis was in

town Tuesday

If Providence will allow us to

Claimant namc3 as witnesses:
Felix Cordova Max Simo Madrid
'Josa Dolores Medina Abel Madrid
All of Mills N. M,
Francisco Delgado, Register

II--

S--

Sec. 12

R

&

Sec. l.iTwp. 20NT.
Rng. 26K.. N. M. P. Meridian hos filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
on Mar. 14 1917.
Wi-NF-

Henry West went to Sprir.ger
Wednesday to visit relatives lor
a time.

If you appreciate a beartiful and
f.
riaimnnt names as witnesses:
artistic Portrait of yourself, or T,
S. B, Tower
O. Soott
family call and see my 1917 line C, M. Tower Minnie Grlner
All of Roy N. M.
of artistic Folders and MountPAZ VALVERDE, Register.
ings. I have the. best obtainable
from the Art Centers of the East
My prices are just two thirds
cheaper than City Photopraphers YOTT PRESS THE BUTTON
charge you for the same work.
WE DO THE REST
All work cvcauranteed to please.
My time in Roy is limited to a
We are equipped to finish your
an
Arrange
for
muwuuua cum
few more days.
niniS Dy tne UtJSl,
.
.
' Sitting.
Pictures print them on tne
Desi paper,
immediate
made in your own home if you Velox, in the least possible time.
'
tunuorm
t r
Hotel Kitchell.
desire-Stu- dio
rnces.
Almernon Newman
Elk Drug Store
Photographer
Tucumcári, N, M.
Portrait
Home
2--

2

.

1

1

.

A.

.

7
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SWi-P-

Thos. F. Savage

s

lead as strenuous a life for the
next 20 years and be as good an
old man as he is at the end of
NOTICE I OK, PUBLICATION
that period we will not quarrel
with our lot nor ask for eternal Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
youth.
Jan.17, 1917,
Notice is hereby given that Edwin
County Treasurer and Collector l' Ivey, ,heir by a will to the estate cf
C. U. Strong comes in strong for Lynn i'l, Titterington, deceased, of Roy
another year subscription, to the N. M. who, on Mar. 15, 1912, made
No. 014474 for

J;

Southwestern Hotel

EJ-SE- 1

i,

NEi-SW-

i,

J;

1;

Gen. Land Practice

.'i

'

'

7

3--

1

:

J. E. WILDMAN

Ei

Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance

2-- 24

hard-workm- t;

,.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

!

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

NE:Lots

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

PHONE at Springer.

E.

'

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City, Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
(.straightened out and we are also prepared
Zto furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE A?P INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
AU
-

Mt

to tu dlptobd wiU Prom lito
entratd
Yovr indues Bf p.f oil J SoUiied

and
Township 19 N.
P. Meridian, ha
tion to make,

2,

3--

Ei-N-

Range 27ET N. M
filed notice of inten
five Year Proof, to

establish clnim- to the land above
described before W II Willcox, I S
Comr.( at Roy, ; New Mexico, on
Mar. 161917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph Allen
Walter Ross
Charles J. Burton
John Lile
All of Solace N.M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

Professional Cards

-

Completellndex to All Lands and Town Property in

ty

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

2--

'

iod Accuricy

7

i.

B. LUSK

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and. Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

'tO

2--

ROY

MM-- '

':

NEW KXIICO

t

THE

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

-

-

Spain's Intervention In the war on
the side of the entente allies is con
stdered probable.
The American seamen who were
brought prisoners to Germany on the
British steamer Yarrowdale have been
liberated.
OF
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK
Heavy fighting occurred between
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
rebels and government troops near Wtilern
THE WORLD.
Hoyo Colorado, seventeen miles west
of Havana. Several of the rebels were July

NEW MEXICO

IN PARAGRAPHS

ROAD COMMITTEES TO CONFER
ON LEGISLATION.

STATE NEWS

8

DURING THEPAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

'

PEOPLE.

atcra, Nwappr Union Hwi
rle
ABOUT THE WAR
It is reported In Paris that Americans In Austria hare been warned
from Washington to leave that country.
Representatives of the American
commission tor relief in Belgium will
not withdraw from the occupied portions of Belgium nd northern France
as previously had been ordered.
Carrying safe conducts from Great
Britain and France for himself and
party. Count von Bcrnstorff, the retir
ing German ambassador to the United
States, started on his way for Berlin.
Lloyd's announces the sinking of
the British steamer Langscar, 2,777
tons; the Hopemoor, 3,740 tons; tho
Afton, 1,156 tons; the Greenland, l.
763 tons; the Kyunstl, tónnage not
recorded; the schooner Percy Roy
tnd a trawler.
.
The negotiations between Frederic
Z. Penfleld, the American ambassador at Vienna, and the
government have been broken
iff, according to the Berliner Tago-blat- t,
as quoted in an Exchange
Company dispatch from Copen-ageW

killed.
The reply of the United States government to Germnny's offer to negotiate is editorially declnred in London
to be the only answer compatible with

America's
Germany's war costs to date have
reached the total of 00,000,000,000
marks, says a telegram from Berlin
forwarded by the correspondent at
Amsterdam
of Router's Telegram
Company.
The American schooner Lyman M
Law was sunk by a submarine, ac
cording to a .dispatch
from Stefanl
agency of Rome. The crew. Including
eight Americans, is reported to have
been landed.
A prize of 500,000 francs for the
crew of any French, allied or neutral
vessel which succeeds in destroying
an attacking submarine Is provided
for In a resolution Introduced In the
chamber of deputies at Paris by Andre Lefeyre.
,

Dispatches from Switzerland report
a frightful situation in Germany bes
cause of lack of food.. .Several
die every day of hunger In Hamburg. Only the wealthy get enough
food. Poultry sells for $20, according
to London reports.
Reconstruction work in" East Prussia has made marked progress, says
an Overseas News Agency announcement.
"According to official statistics." It Is stated, "11,000 buildings of
30,000 destroyed by the Russians have
ben completely rebuilt."
At Paris, M- - Premier Brland gave a
luncheon
at the foreign office SaturStriking at the French line in Champagne, midway between Verdun and day in honor of James W. Gerard, the
Rhelms, troops of the German crown former American ambassador to Gersrlnce have taken ground to a depth many. William Graves Sharp, the
f half mile on a front of a mile and American ambassador at Paris, and
i half. The attackers captured 858 Mrs. Sharp, gave a dinner Sunday for
prisoners and twenty machine guns. Mr. and Mrs. Gerard.
The latest French official statement
Alexandre Ribot, minister of finance,
mentions only artillery activity in the asked the French Chamber of Depuricinity of Malsons de Champagne. ties to appropriate 9,574,000,000 francs
Except for raids by British, French to cover the government's expenditure
and German troops at various points for the second quarter of the present
along the front in France and two year. This was an Increase of 900,000,-00mall engagements in Galicia, there
francs over the amount of the aphas been no Important infantry fight- propriations for the first quarter.
ing on the other battlefields. Official
communications report much aerial SPORTING NEWS
The baseball team of the University
ictivity on the western front
of California is to make a tour of
WESTERN
Japan next summer.
Ten thousand garment workers in
The University of Colorado basketChicago launched a "peaceful" strike. ball team
defeated the Colorado AgriAn Increase of 33',4 per cent in the cultural College at Fort Collins, 35 to
price of canned goods for this year is 21, in a conference game.
announced by wholesale grocers.
Jack Dempsey of Salt Lake City was
Army and marine recruiting stations knocked out at Murray, a suburb of
at Chicago report enlistments as Salt Lake City, by Jim Flynn of Pubreaking all records since the break eblo ten seconds after the me shook
with Germany.
hands.
Two masked men hold up the West-lakLes Darcy, the Australian middlebranch of the Home Savings weight, signed articles in New York
bank at Los Angeles, Cal., and es- to fight Mike Gibbons in Milwaukee,
caped with about $2,500.
April 10, for a purse of $50,000, to be
More than half a million dollars divided equally.
worth of shells for the United States
Relations with the Baseball Players'
navy were taken from Chicago to the fraternity were severed by the Amersea coast on a special train.
ican League at Its schedule meeting
Robbers locked the cashier of the In New York when similar action takNational Bank of University place, a en by the National League was insuburb of Lincoln, Neb., in the bank dorsed.
vault and escaped with $2,500.
Joie W. Ray of the Illinois Ath
The fate of the three Mormon cow- letic Club, who three weeks ago esboys, Andrew
P. Peterson, Hugh tablished a new world record for one
Acord and Burton Jensen, captured by mile and a half, broke George Bon- Mexican raiders on the Corner ranch bag's American record of 9:14 15 tor
on the border below Hacbita Feb. 12, two miles in New York.
(
was disclosed late Thursday when
GENERAL
their mutilated bodies Were found by
Germany's unrestricted submarine
searchers on Mexican territory, about
three miles west of the ranch. The warfare resulted In the return of the
bodies, stripped of their clothing, lay Dutch steamship Ryndam to the New
about fifty feet apart on the Mex- York port.
Two companies of state troops were
ican side of the boundary, where the
captives had been taken to be killed. ordered to Murray, Ky., to protect
Rube Martin, a negro charged with
WASHINGTON
killing Policeman William Dulguid.
Notice of a dangerous area in the
At 9:15 Feb. 15, in every state and
North Sea because of operations
against Germany has been given by territory, buglers of the
War Veterans sounded taps for
the British Admiralty.
Maine, sunk at that
battleship
the
Containing a drastic provision
against the. Importation of liquors in time in Havana harbor nlneteen,yeari
ago.
prohibition states and appropriating
The less a girl wears the more she
1330,000,000, the postoffice bill passed
must eat. This is the. law of clothes,
the Senate. ..
; . .
a, PhiladelPresident WHsoV is authorized to Miss M.
college lecturer, , has disstate
phia
commandeer the railroads In time of
on the
national emergency and to draft train covered in her research work
crews' and officials for" their operation, "folly of fashions."
Army officers attached to Southern
In a bill reported to the Senate.
'
v"
expressed belief at San
Department
President Wilson sent a letter .of
congratulation7 to Dr. Anna Howard Antonio, Tex., that all National Guard
units on the border except thotfe oi
Shaw,- - honorary president of the National 'Woman Suffrage Association, Texas will have entrained for homé beon the occasion of her seventieth fore the end of the month.
birthday anniversary.
The Anchor line steamer Tuscania,
If the United States is forced to go carrying fourteen cabin passengers, ol
to war the sea coasts and the shores whom four are Americans, sailed for
of the Great. Lakes will be guarded by Glasgow. The Tuscania 1b in the sam
"mosquito fleet," made up of service as was the Bteamer California
thousands of fast motor boats quali- torpedoed off the coast of Ireland with
lives.
the loss of forty-onfied to act as submarine chasers.
Medose Versarlles, 103 years old,
Gen. Pershing reported to the War
Department that twenty-on- e
Mexicans died at Kankakee, 111., after a short
captured by his force while in Mexico illness. Medose was born in Canada
and held in connection with the raid Dec. 8, 1813. Two children survivi
on Columbus, N. M., last year, will be him. .
.
turned over to the Department of Jus- . Six hundred thousand Boy Scouti
thruóut the country have been ordered
tice.
.
,
by" the national council of their organAH German sailors In this country
who. were temporarily placed in cus- ization .to prepare for active service In
tody when Information was secured the event of war.
showing attempt to sink German ves!"W111 they take girls In the army!
sels and block American harbors, have I am a strong girl, 22, and have good
been released except In those cases experience," wrote Miss Louise Burnt
where actual violation of the criminal to a Chicago newspaper, adding: 'Dt
you want my picture?"
statutes has been reported. .. . '
Austro-Hun-Sarla-

per-son-
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Sill 15 AGO

HOUSE KILLS HERD LAW

10

Governor
8lgns "Dry'
Resolution
Favorable Report on
DcBaca County Bill.

Annual Reunion of Cowboys'

Weitirn Newspaper Union Newi Service.
New Mexico this year will get $157,
Santa Fe, N. M. The livestock In425.02 for post roads from the federal dustry found champions in the house
appropriation.
when a proposed herd law, Introduced
The Sandoval county grand Jury re- by Representative Mares, of Colfax,
turned six more Indictments, making came up for consideration, but after
a lengthy discussion, the bill was de
a total of eleven.
Mrs. Myrtle Rlcker of Quay, Quay feated by a vote of 20 to 24. .
The senate and house committees
county, has been committed to the
slate hospital for the Insane by Judge on roads and highways will hold a
Joint meeting on Friday, Feb. 23, for
David J. Leahy.
the discussion of proposed road leg
Frank Qrtlz, who was sent to the islation. Good
roads enthusiasts from
New Mexico penitentiary from Berna
various sections of the state are ex
lillo county, escaped trim the clay
pected to be present, and State En
pits at Santa Fé.
glneer James A. French will attend.
Dr. J. J. Walker and C. E. Thomas
The De Baca county bill was favor
of Roswell were seriously injured in ably reported by a majority of the
an automobile accident near the Hes senate committee on private, county
calero Indian agency.
and municipal corporations. A minor
Incorporation papers, were filed ity report signed by Senators Smith
with tho state corporation commission and Callsch, recommended
that the
by the School of American Research bill should not pass. Senator Bryant
with headquarters at Santa Fé.
moved the adoption of the minority
A distribution of $45,438 collected report and his motion was defeated
in fees for motor vehicleslicenses .dur by a vote of 13 to 7. The majority
ing the month of January was made report was then adopted on motion
by Assistant Secretary of State Adolph of Callegos by a vote of 13 to 7.
The dry resolution which passed
P. Hill.
both houses was reported by the senThe sum of $50,000 a year Is asked ate
committee on enrolled and enfor maintenance, and $14,000 for grossed bills as ready for signatures.
buildings and repairs by the State
The resolution was .read In full and
Normal School of Silver City, in the signed by Lieutenant Governor Lind-sey- .

annual report.
County Agricultural Agent M. R.
Gonzalez of Las Vegas is planning a
series of demonstrations and lectures
throughout the county to Instruct the
farmers In planting their crops.
Virgil L. Snyder, special officer of
the Santa Fé railway, was held by
Justice Jose Ignacio Aragón, at Belén,
to await action of the Valencia county
grand jury for killing Jose Antonio
Pino at Bosque.
The Las Vegas Carpenters' Union
has notified contractors that It will
demand an increase in wages after
April 9. Wages at present paid car
penters are 45 cents an hour. They
ask 55 cents.
The voters of Chaves county, or
rather the taxpayers entitled to vote
on a bond Issue, do not care or $100,-00with which to build good roads, according to Incomplete returns from
the special election.
The mill and superintendent's house
at the camp of the Meerschaum Company of America on the Sapelio in
western Grant county, have been destroyed by fire, the loss being $15,000.
The buildings were not occupied.
The question as to who Is entitled
to the $1,000 reward for the discov
ery of the body of Armour has evidently been settled, as far as Attorney Dunlavy is concerned, for he has
paid over to Antonio Sandoval y Griego, the old native near Glorieta, the
0

'

sum of $1,000.
,
Death claimed two of the oldest
pioneers of Grant county. They were

The Reinburg bill, exempting sugar
factories from taxation, was passed
by the senate by a vote of 16 to 4.
Senate Bill No. 9, prohibiting the
hypothecating of notes given for life
Insurance premiums, before the delivery of the premiums, was passed
unanimously by the House and now
goes to the governor.
The House passed the Wetmore bill
providing for the establishment of a
Lincoln historical museum In the old
court house at Lincoln. The bill carries an appropriation of $10,000 for
the renovation, repair and improvement of the court house.
The state corporation commission Is
called on for information relative to
any steps taken to secure a general
revision of the freight and passenger
rates in New Mexico, for a comparative statement of the rates here and
in adjoining states, and for data on
telegraph, telephone, express, Pull
man and electric light charges, by a
resolution introduced in the House by
Representative Algert, of San Juan.
A Joint resolution introduced In the
Senate by Mr. McDonald of Socorro
proposes to amend Section 6, Article
20 of the Constitution so as to provide
for the election of county officers In
years Instead of at the
general election in
years, as at present. It provides that
the first election under the new system shall be held in November, 1919,
and that all county officers now serv
ing shall hold office until Jan. 1,
1920.

Judge R. O. Barrett, the oldest member of the Grant county bar, who died
at his home at Pinos Altos, and Henry
Miller, who passed away at the home
of his
T. W. Holland,
county clerk, near Cliff on the Gila

Blancett Pleads Not Guilty.
Santa Fé Propped up on his" cot In
the hospital at the state penitentiary,
where he is under treatment for
wounds inflicted by himself when he
attempted to take his own life at Fririver.
day Harbor, Wash., a month ago, ElThe members of the Red Cross bert W. Blancett entered a plea of not
chapter crowded the Supreme Court guilty to the charge of murdering
room at Santa Fé at a special meetClyde W. Armour. Judge David J.
ing called by the president, Chief
ahy of Las Vegas, had come to
Justice It. H. Hanna, who read a long Santa Fé for the purpose of holding
telegram from headquarters in Wash- the preliminary hearing, and on acington, urging the New Mexico chap- count of the weakened physical conter to get busy preparing for event- dition of Blancett it was necessary to
ualities. First aid classes will be or- conduct the proceedings in the peniganized immediately.
tentiary hospital building.
Chief Clerk E. E. Coard of the Btate
corporation commission is in Los
Hicks Gets Jail Sentence.
Angeles as a witness in the Federal
East Las Vegas. William Hicks,
Court. He will testify in the case
convicted at a recent term of the Disagainst the healers Schlatter and
trict Court for assaulting Jose G.
Scbrader who were In Santa Fé years Romero with a shotgun, has been deago and who founded a colony at New
nied a new trial by Judge David J.
Jerusalem near San Acacio, Socorro
eahy. A fine of $100 and a Jail sent
county.
ence of thirty days were given Hicks.
The federal government has pur- The Jail sentence was suspended on
chased from Congregation Montefiore good behavior.
the site occupied by the Jewish synagogue at East Las Vegas. The ground
Editor Evidently Kills Self.
will be used for the erection of the
Scott B. Williams, ed
Cloudcroft.
new postoffice building, for wbjch an
appropriation of $125,000 was made itor of the .Weekly Cloudcrofter, sec
several, years ago. .The lots are 160 retary of the Otero county Democrat, ,
by 150 feet, , . . '
; ic central committee, and a real es
Father Gerey, Catholic parish priest tate dealer here, was found dead at
found near
at Santa Rita, and Father Bertram, par- bis home. A' pistol was
'
com
ish pr4.e8t.at Hurley, were ylctlms.'qf, the1 body and offibers said he
suicide.
mitted
an automobile "accident 'which came
near costing both of them their lives.
Santa F6 Gets Verdict
The car in which they were riding
from Silver City to Santa Rita overSanta Fé. A verdict in favor of the
'
turned on a sharp curve in the road
T. & S. F. railroad was handed
and' both. were thrown under the ma- down In the damage suit, of Fernando
chine. Each suffered painful cuts and Franchlnl of Albuquerque, a brakeman
bruiges, but an examination by a phy- who asked for $20,000 for Injuries al
sician disclosed neither was seriously leged to have been received while at
hurt.
York in the railroad yards.
The Inauguration committee was
called together by, Chief Justice R. H.
Clovls School Bonds Quickly Sold.
Hanna.' The condition of Gov. E. C.
Clovls. The $50,000 bond issue for
de Baca was declared to be bo much the erection of a new. high school
better that the evening of Feb. 19 was building for Clovls, which was voted
designated as the date and time for a on Dec. 23, was sold to the Keever
reception which is to take the place Company. The company which won
of the customary inaugural ball.
the contract placed the. highest bid
bidding concerns,
One month's business in the U. S. among twenty-threland office at Santa Fé from Jan 2 to The price offered was a premium
Feb. 3, shows a total oí 1,667 entries above the $50,000 of $1,599.99.
This
and an acreage of 804,900, under the means that the bond company paid
law. The past week saw 103
new
for the bonds, and that when
3Q4 new entries covering an area of sold to the public they will bring ap'
145,900 acres.
proximately 105.
son-in-la-

Y

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
Then He Had 6 Mules, $660
liver and bowels.
Cash and Some Equity Today
He Has $20,000 and Owns
Every mother realizes, after giving
her
children "California Syrup of
2 Sections of Land.
Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
The story of the wealth of Western because they love Its pleasant taste
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender

Lieutenant
Newspapor Union Kiwi Servlci.

TO-DA-

Canada cannot be told too often; the
truth will hear repeating. And In
telling of it It is hoped that advantage
will be taken of the great opportunities Unit Western Cunada offers by
those who nre today struggling for a
mere existence, by those who are occupying lands, high in price and high
In rentals.
From gruln, live stock and dairying
In 101(1, there was a return from the
three Prairie Provinces of $258.000,000,
or on Increase of four million dollars
over 1015, and 118 million dollars over
1014.
A

prominent Trust Company says:
Some of our contract holders have paid
off their purchase money on lunds
bought a year ago out of this year's
crop, and what one man can do another cun do. Thousands of Southern Al
berta farmers harvested on average
of 40 to 60 bushels of No. 1 wheat to
the acre. These, farmers have more
reel money to spend thnn any other
people on the American Continent. J.
I). Johnston of Bladsworth, Sask., left
Johnson County, Kansas, seven years
ago. When he left he hod 8000 In
cash, sir mules, some settler's effects
and an equity In some prnlrle land.
Mr. Johnston tells his story:
'In my seven years' residence in
Saskatchewan, I have raised seven
good crops the value of this year's
crop alone being Twenty thousand dollars. I now own Two Sections of im
proved land, 17 horses and mules, 40
cattle, a large steam thresher and a
full line of farm machinery."
We have mnde five trips to Kansas,
one trip to the Pacific Coast and re
turn. We have enjoyed the society of
a class of people than whom none bet
ter can be .found.
The climate Is
healthful and Invigorating. The soil
is fertile and productive, well adapted
for the production of the best quality
and large yields of all cereals and
vegetables, wild and tame grasses. It
Is an excellent stock country."
The question of taxes Is one that
carries with it considerable weight.
Coming from a man like Mr. Johnston
the same weight should be given the
answer. lie says:
.
The tax system especially commends
Itself to me as being simple, reasonable and Just. All direct taxes are
levied on the lnnd at Its appraised
market value, exclusive of improveNo tax: on personal
ments thereon.
property.
This tends to discourage
the holding of lands by speculators
who prevent Its cultivation or Improvement, hoping to realize profits from the
enhanced value of their holdings due
to the Industrial activities of the bona
fldo settlers. It tends to encourage the
settlers to rear substantial Improvements upon their lnnd without paying
a penalty In the form of tnxation
therefor. It encourages the raising of
live stock and the possession of other
personal property necessary to the development of the country.
"The lows are well and economically
administered. Citizens of the Domin
ion vote on election of members of
parliament and members of the Provincial assembly, while on questions
of local Improvements and school matters the franchise is exercised by ratepayers, Irrespective of citizenship.
The people are enterprising, school
facilities are good Taxation, just and
Military service volunreasonable.
tary. ' Patriotic fervor unsurpassed,
law and order the rule, and crime the
rare exception.
It is the lnnd of
banks, schools, telephones, grain elevators, broad, fertile acres, good climate, good citizenship and abounding
In opportunities for the industrious
man or woman of good morals, in
short, the land of promise and fulfillment, I know of no better anywhere."
Advertisement
Fixing the Time.
Bill (coming to after a shell has hit
Hnve I ben long unconhis dugout)
,
scious, William?
William Oh, a goodlsh bit, Bill.
Bill What do you call a "roodish
bit" Wllllcun?
William Well, a longlsh time, Bill.
Bill Well, what's that white on the
hill? Is it snow or daisies?
'

.
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UME
flflJH CHILD

FRUIT

A

CONFESSION

MINISTER'S

Rev. W. H. Warner, Myersvllle, Md.,
writes : "My trouble was sciatica. My
back was affected and took the form
I also; had neuralgia,
of lumbago.
cramps In my muscles, pressure or
sharp pain on the
top of my head,
and nervous dizzy
spells. I had oth- -"
j S
iii
my
kidneys
Ing
v
were at fault, so I took Dodd's Kidney
Pills. They were the means of saving
my life.
I write to soy that - your
restored me to perfect
medicine
health." Be sure and get "DODD'S,"

-

ft?)

..

i-

the name with the three D's for disdisordered, deranged kidneys;
just as Rev. Warner did, no similarly
named article will do. Adv.
eased,

little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fmH
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When Its little system is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, indigestion, eolio remember, a good "inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep ""California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
Ask at the store for a
tomorrow.
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
St-ce-

The Masculine Way.
Men never gossip.
She Of course not. Thef
H

erely

Investigate rumors.

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.

Tour hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderine and carefully draw H
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when yon
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle ot
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
and Just try it. Adv.
Color of

It

"He's In n brown study."
"I wonder if it's over a blue funk
or a blnck thought?"
GOOD FOR HUNGRY

CHILDREN

x

Children love Skinner's Macaroni
and Spaghetti because of Its delicious
taste. It is good for them and yon
can give them all they want It Is a
great builder of bone and muscle, and
does not make them nervous and Irritable like meat The most economical
and nutritious food known. Made from

the finest Durum wheat Write Skinner Mfg. Co., Omuha, Nebr., for beautiful cook book. It is sent free to
mothers. Adv.

Equal to the Demand.
"I never use any but pasteurized
milk in the city," said the new boarder; "can you furnish It?"
"Tes, indeed 1" was the confident reply : "our cows re kept In the pasture
all summer." The Christian Herald.

"CASGARETS"
Oil LIVER;
No

ACT

BOW

sick headache, hiliousnéss . .'
'
bad taste or constipation
bv mornina.
V

I

uei a

íu-ce-

dox.

Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure, and freshwith Cascareis, or merely forcing- - a
passageway every few days with
Ralta. Cathnrtfn Pilla r,iilw nil nr
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Let'
Cascareis thproughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and cariy out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
...
In the bowels. A Cascaret
will make yon
feel great by morning.
They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause, any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.
.

Logical Conclusion.
Husband's Qualities.
"He is not out of the woods jet". ..gneSr-Th-e
ostrich doesn't see much
"That, is why they think they can and,Jtgests everything.
tree hlift"
..
,
'" nn Weal busband
ÜFÜT
'

,

.

'
".

THE

ADVICE OF EXPERTS

Feel Achy All Over?
To ache all over la dnmp weather, or after taking a cold, Isn't natural, and often Indicates kidney
weakness. Uric acid causes many
Queer aches, pains and disorders of
the organs.. Well kidneys keep uric
add down. Tired, dizzy, nervous
people would do well to try Doan'i
Kidney Pills. They stimulate the
kidneys to activity and so help
Clear the blood of Irritating poisons.

MUST

HGAIIIZE

in
Europe Faces Huge Shake-U- p
Finance and Politics When
War Ends.

Rats Aro Dangerous
Kill Than By Using

CTCIDUCI

m

ricn-roi-
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U. 8. Government Buys It
OLD EVSRYWHBRB

Alaska
$60,000,000

TROUBLE AHEAD FOR AMERICA

13c and SUM

the world with
of salmon an-

supplies
, worth

nually.

A recently

madevised
chine does the work of 10 men and 8

horses.
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INDIGESTION

Tape's

Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs in five minutes
-T-ime Itl

"Really does" put had stomachs In
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your insldes filled
with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape's Diapepsin" comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the joy is Its harmlessness.
t
A large
case of Pape's Diapepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
tnd women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs In your
nome should always be kept handy
.n case of sick, sour, upset stomach
luring the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
fifty-cen-

In 1920.'

What's the charge?
Officer Stealing potatoes from
Jewelry store, yer honor.
Justice

a

Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

There have lieen woman sailors
among the Finns and Norwegians for
many years,
About the only blow that strikes a
man favorably is bin own boast.

You can

cure-th-

at

cold in a

Tak- e-

day.

B QUININE

CASCARA

producer-consumer-

The old family remedy In tablet
form-sa- fe,
sure, easy to take. No
the . ffem
ami Mr. Hill's picture on it 25 cents.
At Aay Dniester

LOSSES

SURELY

BLACK by CUTTER'S

PREVENTED

BUCKLES PILLS
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Avoid operaiiooa.

Poaittra Lirnr a aiuoiacn remedy
sure; borne remedr. Write today.
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Here's

Lesson for the

Pay-U- p

Kids

at

Home.

Always Pay Bills Regularly, Because
It's Best to Do So Stingy Folks
Rusty Through
, Usually Become
Money Doesn't.

If you don't pay too much for it,
This Country Will Have to Pay Debts
Laddie, money is a good thing to
' and Conduct Business More Effget. Some folks forget that money
icientlyPurpose of Pay-Ucosts anybody anything and they try
Week Explained.
to get something for nothing which
never happens.
It costs sweat and
All of the nations In Europe are brains and but you sit down at the
bound to reorganize their whole busi- table there and write down ns many
ness world, their social world, and things as you can think of that folks
probably their political world. The pay for money, heulth, chum life with
Immense debts that have been piled up children, the spirit of play and things
will compel ench of the nations to do like that
business In the most efficient of all
If you don't pay too much for it
possible ways, going, perhaps, to an Laddie, money Is a good thing to
extreme of state control of all com- keep. Some folks forget thnt keepmerce and Industry. And this organ! ing money costs somebody something
ration of business Intercourse will con- nil the time It Is kept doing nothing.
tinué for many years. The weight of Money doesn't get rusty by being kept,
business competition, manufacturing, even if some Jokers sny it does. No,
transportation, selling and buying will money doesn't get rusty, but folks do
bo directed chiefly against America who get the hnblt of making It act;
because of our Immense national rusty. Their Joints get rusty, their
wealth and largely because of our friendship? get rusty, their generous
proverbial wastefulness and slipshod feelings get rusty, and sometimes their
business organization.
bills get terribly rusty the bills they
From' manufacturer to wholesaler, owe other folks.
Some of them the
from wholesaler to jobber, from Job- folks sny they must keep nil the
ber to retailer, and between retailer money they can get so that they can
and customer there is bound to come have a good time some other time. But
a closer and more compact relation. OI Getting the habit of keeping all
Open book accounts will give place to of one's money Is a very costly habit
trade acceptances, credits which can to get It Is almost as costly as the
be discounted for their full value, and habit of keeping all of other folk's
keep active in open channels the money one can get hold of.
money heretofore tied up in open book
If you don't pay too much for if,
accounts. This change is already be- Lassie, money Is n good thing to spend.
ing earnestly ndvocuted by national The kind of stuff yim're made of Is
business associations as one of the going to come to the top plainest and
first and most necessary steps In the surest by the way you use money, by
mobilization of American business.
what you have to show for it when
you have spent it. The best teacher
Rough for Retailers.
world said that the best way to
This change will fall hardest, per in the
money Is to buy friends with It,
use
These
upon
merchants.
'retail
haps,
money fails you will
persons are the only ones In the whole so that when the
to take you Into their
chain of business relations who trans have friends of
good people think the
Lots
act business with acquaintances and homes.
through his hat.
talking
was
teacher
neighbors and friends, and who are
think.
approached in business from the per He wasn't no matter what they money
Some people have to spend
(Credits
to
be
will
have
side.
sonal
get it, but of course they
extended to consumers for longer or before they
to
borrow
It from someone else
have
shorter periods of time, but a new ele
and spend it.
ment must be recognized as having who will let them take it which says
give
note
they
a
Sometimes
between
come in and new relations
will get back some other money by
merchnnts and bnnkers and consumers they
a certain time and give it back to the
will have to Jje worked out.
man who lets them take his money and
Viewed from the social side retnll
spend it; and they pay him for the
trade has a new and vital importance,
his money. That's business,
a plnce In the scheme of community or use of
they borrow stuff that a
Sometimes
sacri
be
safely
cannot
which
ganization
money for and say,
man
paid
has
ficed. Much blatant nonsense has been
"Charge it." And he charges it. And
published about abstract middlemen.
then when he wants very much to use
Concrete business men and business
money he paid for the goods and
women in most communities pay more the
the folks who ' borrowed the
taxes In proportion to ability and asks
to let hira have his money,
goods
wealth, pay more generously to pro
some
of
the folks sometimes get very
mote all public Improvements, and
angry
and
smite him with hard words
give more time and energy to welfare
nnd tell him to go to Helena, Arkansas,
whole
of
the
benefit
the
for
projects
some other seaport, and keep on
community thnn do any other class of or
using the other man's money when he
citizens.
ought to have It to use In his business.
Need Better Service.
Nobody calls that business. You will
Much better facilities have need to learn when you are older what some
be provided at trade centers for the folks do call It It Is not nice for
sale of farm and local products, nnu little children to say such words.
much better service to the whole trade
Very many people who like to do
territory must be worked out to sup- business have agreed to set a time
needs
ply to all consumers nil their
when everyone who has borrowed
at prices as low as can be had else- books or umbrellas or groceries or
where. This Is all a matter of local cows or furniture or china eggs, nnd
s
correlation between
said, "Charge it" will come together
and consumers ond the distributors and have a great picnic everybody
of goods and service. It will not will pay all his bills so everybody else
be worked out in a day nor a month con pay all of his bills, and everybody
nor a single year, but pressure from will start In business ail over again.
abroad will compel quite radical It will be the Jolllest picnic most of
changes In domestic relations and hab- the folks have ever gone to. Do you
its.
like to go to picnics? Well, so does
Clearing up nil outstanding and un everybody. You may now go and wash
secured accounts Is one of the very your neck and ears.
first indispensable steps to putting
0
American business on a secure nnu
PROSPERITY
week
stable foundation. A pay-ugeneral
a
putting
Idea,
embodies a fine
The best monument to the memory
sentiment behind a good work and popularizing a clearer notion of business of men Is not a marble shaft over
their remains, but a thriving communiduties resting upon nil citizens.
The Americans must bear the brunt ty which treasures memories of their
of world competition for half a cen active life. Cheerful citizens who are
tury or more after the most revolution- always finding good enterprises to be
ary war In history. From the hum- promoted and encouraging others to
blest consumer to the chief capital- "come on" and get under the load of
ists of the nation compact business or- actual work these citizens prosper,
ganization ought to be maintained with make prosperity, keep It moving and
passing on to the last infant born as
cheerful insistence.
well as to the last grandparent living.
Where Nuts Are Shelled..
Best Explanation.
One of the types of places inspected
After all, Is there any better, exby the Illinois fnctory inspection de
partment has been the homes in which planation of the cause of high prices
nuts are shelled for the market. This than the unanimity of Judgment
with the among certain thrifty gentlemen tha'
was done In
they need the money?
state food commission.
p

cure
Backache, Lumbago,
Anuric
Rheumatism. Send 10c. Dr. V. M. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y., for large trial package.
Adv.

lta

TALKING ABOUT MONEY

CO, BUFFALO. N. T.

-

Motors

,

The following suggestions to house
wives by home economics specialists of
the United States department of agriculture are made In regard to the selection of potatoes for table use.
In purchasing potatoes for tuble pur
poses, the following points should be
kept In mind: First, that smooth potatoes are more desirable thnn rough
ones, because they are more easily prepared, and less loss Is Involved in the
paring. Second, that tubers which
have been exposed to light for any considerable period soon acquire a more
or less acrid taste; for this reason,
newly harvested potatoes, if mature,
are preferable for the winter's supply
to those which have been kept for any
couslderable period under unsuitable
conditions. Third, that very large po
tatoes are not especially desirable,
partly on account of the greater length
of time required to cook them uniformly, and partly because they are often very variable In texture. Fourth,
a good potato should be firm and crisp
when cut, ond a thin cross setflon
when held between the eye and the
light should show a relatively uniform
distribution of starch throughout its
whole area, as opposed to a large,
translucent, watery, central area which
denotes a lack of starch In tins por
Hon of the tuber. The even dlstribu
tlon of starch Insures greater uniform
ity in cooking and In texture of the

Know That

Genuino Castoria

-

DOAN'S WAV
"""l"'

lli lia

For Infants and Children.
Points That Housewife Will Do Well
to Keep In Mind When PurchasingEconomical
Methods of
Serving the Tubera.

Denver, Colo., says:
"I suffered a (Teat
deal from pain and
weak nes In my back
and It felt as though
heavy weight w e r
pulling me down.
Nlghta, I had sharp
palna through my kidney m and was no nervous I couldn't get
much rest. The action
of my kldneyi wae Irregular and the kidney
serrations were unnatural. Mv feet and an.
kle swelled, too. Three boxes of Doan'i
Kidney Pilla corrected all these trou
bles and made me well."
CatDoaa'eat Any Store, BOe a Baa

FOSTER-MOUR-

Mm

Vet rnntenHl5FluidPranhF

SELECTION
SUGGESTION
FOR
AND COOKING OF POTATOES.

A Colorado Case
Williams,
'
100
8. Cherokee St..
B-

'
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
thi aairrauaj mmmmv, aniNH arm
flesh when cooked.
If a lot Is not uniform, It Is often
Influenza, Pink
worth while to sort them and use the
large ones with roast meats, or at oth
oveh need not be
the
er times when
.
.
dlaeasea cured, and 11 others, no matter hotf "exponed,"
especially neateu, ana save uie mniiui.
kept from having- any of thee dlaeanes with SPOH.Vi
cooking
quick
when
ones for occasions
DISTEMPER COMPOUND. Three to tlx doses often cur
to do so. Beat
case. One
a
bottle
pot
When the
it
Is more convenient.
thing for brood mares; acts on the blood. BOo a bottle,
Drusglata and harneas shops or manu$5 dozen bottles.
toes are very large, or time Is press
facturera sell It. Afrenta wanted.
lng, It Is often desirable to Increase
SPÜlIiV MEDICAL CO., Chenilala, GoaUen, Ind., V. 8. A.
the surface exposed to the hent by cut
ting them In pieces before cooking, In
lIouKeclcaniiiK Is never as bad as the
spite of the fact that this slightly In- poems written about It.
lost,
creases the amount of nutrients
If they are pared and cut Into small
cubes or thin slices, they will cook It FAVORITE KIDNEY
very quickly and may then be creamed,
MEDICINE III THIS STATE
mashed, or served in other ways.

&3

Shipping Fever

.....

...
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Green's
August Flower

Deeo Fat Frying.
Many young housekeepers are afraid
to attempt deep fat frying because
they either shore the common belief
that fried food is Indigestible or they
find It difficult to get uniformly perfect
results nnd hesitate to serve poorly
formed croquettes or Imperfectly cook-e- d
As a matter of fact,
doughnuts.
nerfectiv fried foods are seldom lndl
gestlble, because they have not been
allowed to "soak fat." When the fat
is hot enough to form a crust over the
outside of the food Immediately, the
fut particles do not permeate the
starchy interior, nnd fried rooü can
easily be digested by any ordlnnrlly

healthy adult.
Baked

Smoked

Ham.

This is a savory method of prepar
ing ham, which is a favorite imkea
dish with people on both sides of the
Mason and Dixon line. Take one
slice of ham one or two Inches thick
and. if salty, souk for one hour in a
cunful of milk. Cut off the rind and
put the ham In a baking dish. Sprinkle
with one teaspoonful of sugar, a oust
of nenner and a tenspoouful of flour
Cover closely and buke in a slow oven
for two hours, then add the cupful
of milk In which the ham was soaked
Boil up once and serve In the dish It
was baked In.

Pr. Kilmer's Pwamp Root stands equal
to the best kidney, liver and bladder medicine, and customers are Renerally well
pleased with the benefits derived from lU
une in the diseases for which it is intended. Nearly a quarter of a century ago 1
began Belling it and aince that time know
that it haa ilone much good in this localVery truly yours,
ity.
J. A. IIUBER, Druggist,
Louisville, Colo.
July 14, 1918.
Will Do For You
Prove What Swimp-Roo- t
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton. N. Y., for a sample aize bottle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be sure and mention
t
and
this paper. Regular
size bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
fifty-cen-

one-doll-

Note the evil results of smoking ns
Illustrated by the volcano ; it constantly suffers from eruptions.

Ever since the discovery of Scheele In
that uric acid waa found within the

1775

most

eminent

physicians

Green's
August Flower
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
WITHIN THB REACH of every woman

Uric Acid!
body

When the stomach and liver are In
good working order. In ninety-nin- e
caaes out ol every hundred general
good health prevails.
Green's August Rower has proven a
blessing and haa been used all over tha
civilized world during the last Af ty odd
years. It Is a universal remedy for
weak stomach, constipation and nervous indigeation. A dull headache, bad
taste in the mouth In the morning, or
that "tired feeling" are nature'a warnings that something la wrong in tha
digestive apparatus. At auch times
Ureen's August Flower will quickly
correct the dilliculty and establish a
normal condition. At all druggists' or
dealera', 25c and 75c bottles.

agree

that rheumatism is caused by it; also

many distressing symptoms as headache, pain in back, stomach distress,
swollen feet and ankles, gout, etc.
It was Dr. Pierce of tie Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N.Y., who discovered a new agent
called Anuri, a harmless remedy
that if taken before meals will carry off
the uric acid from the system and in
this way the pains and aches, the creaky
joints' and all the distressing symptoms
of rheumatism and other maladies disappear. You can easily prove this yourself, by obtaining Anuric at almost any
drug atore, or send Dr. Pierce 10c. for
trial package. Try it and be convinced
that Anuric. is many times more active
than lithia and eliminates uric acid as hot
water melts sugar.

health and strength, uney're
brought to you by Ur. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. Take
tills medicine, and there's a
safe and certain remedy for all
the chronic weakenesses, derangements, and diseases peculiar to the sex. It will build
up, strengthen, and Invigorate
or delicate
every
woman. It regulates and asfunctions.
natural
sists all the
At somo period in her life,
a woman requires a special
tonic and nervine.
If you're a tired or afflicted
woman turn to "Favorite)
Prescription," you will find it
never fails to benefit.
Sold in tablet or liquid form
You will escape many Ills and clear np
the coated tongue, the sallow complexion,
the dull headache, the lazy liver, if yon
will take a pleasant laxative made up of
juice of the leaves of
the
aloes, root of jalap, and called " Pleasant
Pellets." You can obtain at drug store
these vegetable pellets In vials for 25c
ask for Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
"run-dow-

Delicious Breakfast Dish.
One piiit of cold, boiled, chopped
ham, four eggs. Brenk the eggs Into
a bowl, but do not beat thein; put a
piece of butter the size of an egg Into
the frying pnn ; when melted and hot
pour in the eggs and add the ham with
a little pepper; stir constantly till
done, which will be when each particle
of ham Is couted with the egg. By not
beating the eggs bits of the yolk ond
(iluss Is now made so as to be prac,
Its Sort
white are seen through the mixture
"Good story this ubout the rattle- tically unbreakable.
Serve with graham
when cooked.
gems.
snake, wasn't It?"
Smile on wash day. That's when you ns
"Yes; rattling good story."
Red Croaa Bag Blue. Clothes whiter tbaa
Southern Dish.
snow. All grocers. Adv.
Get two pounds of bottom of the
A fire In an Ohio grain elevator
round steak, put through meat chop burned for more thnn a year.
What costs nothing Is worth nothing.
per with one medium-sizeonion, add
to this one cupful of rice which has
been thoroughly washed. Season with
salt and pepper. Now make Into lit
tie cakes and lay on bottom of kettle.
Pour over all two cupfuls of boiling
water and cook slowly for one hour.
Then add one can of tomatoes, butter Because of its Tonic and Laxative effect, LAXATIVE BROMO
the size of an English walnut and cook
QUININE can be taken by anyone without causing nervousness
a little faster for another hour. Then
or ringing in the head. It removes the cause of Colds, Grip and.
serve.
ready
to
It is
needed.
d

'

left-ove-

Boxsty

An Old Irish Dish.
Grate raw potatoes, add suit, press
lightly in a cloth, not too dry, pat into
flat cakes, and drop Into boiling water.
Let simmer 10 minutes, put Into oven
carefully from saucers. Baste well
with gravy nnd serve very hot taking
care not to let cakes fall apart Very

delicious..

e,

Tho Quinine That Docs Not
Causo nervousness or
Ringing in Mead

Headache.

Vegetables.
Few vegetables will stand reheating
well, for It ruins their flavor. Instead,
we use
for a vegetable soup.
Cold carrots, parsnips, asparagus,
squash, corn, spinach, tomato, celery,
onions, peas, lima and string beans,
and even cold mashed) potatoes make
,
excellent soups.
"Left-Ove- r

Maj-apul-

Used whenever Quinine is

but remember thcro I Oisfy Ona

"ilromo

uinino"
'

That is tho Original

Laxativo Bromo Quininó
Tlsia CigasfurQ

ca Every üox
Vmmd
Cau-- o
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Prairie View
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30 below zero makes us glad again
that we left that rich and pros-

Your Pennies Count
At GOODMANS

Whenever the
larce crowd' was present at perous state.
"Needle Club" meeting last week wind bjowsandgetsonour nerves
Mrs. Chas. De Pew and Mrs. we have but to remember cold,
John fiibson drove out to Mrs. blizzards, rain and mud of that
Grunigs and spent the day. Mrs, great state to settle down and be
Lawrence Butler entertains next not only satisfied but thankful
we are here.
Feb. 28th.
Mrs. Amile Weisdorfer spent
Tuesday with Mrs. 0. A. Butler.
The funeral of Governor E. C.
A

By ELIZABETH

I

SHIELD3.

Her hair vas golden and her large,
inquiring - eyes were brown. They
flashed with great hopes and the wonderful dreams of youth. She arrived
In New York with the conviction that
an amazing adventure was waiting for
her 'each time she turned a corner. She
lived alone for one week in the goal
dty of the United States and, of , A large crowd from this neigh- de Baca at Las Vegas Monday
course, it happened. On the first day
borhood went in and helped Mrs. marks the passing of one of the
of her second week's slay In the
brightest and
brown-ston- e

musty-smellin-

at

g

Claire.

Claire looked him over completely
without, apparently, taking her eyes
from the cream pitcher In front of
her. He wns too big, she decided. She
shrank from men so broad nnd with
such square chins. There was some-- f
. i, t
. .. i. .. 1 1
...
,i .i i
iiiniK nu ui'iiiuiv (ilium hit, pile Mrfiueu
a little beyond Gilbert Brown, but he
started to talk anyway.
Luncheon finished, they went np the
stairs to a still gloomier room, known
as the library. After another
acquaintance he felt free to Inquire, "Haven't you anyone to look
.

you?"

She answered with a lilting laugh,
"No one's ever taken care of me. I
only have Aunt Annie, who wns glad
I came to New York."
"Go back home,- child," he warned
her; "you won't stand being banged

'

ern Hotel.

She gave the man n long, speculative glnnce. $'1 haven't any home to go
to," she laughed lightly, dismissing the
subject forever. A thought flashed Into
her golden head that here was a chance
for adventure. She wanted to dunce
and dine in the restaurants, and her
week la New York proved that she
tirobnblv never would, unless she went
alone. She astonished the nirin bV telling him this. All her girlish desires
for experience beamed trustfully from
her brown eyes as she talked.

Masquerade
The Valentine
night
Saturday
Dance at the Hall
was a huge success, Many were
present from the ' small towns
and there were several striking
costumes. It. is pronounced by
many and biggest social event of
the season.

but"

"I shnn't We'll be perfectly happy
together." Clnlre laughed and cuddled
closer to him. Then she whispered,
"This Is my first proposal !" ;
It wns several minutes before Gilbert Brown could speak. In his heart,
which was big, he was glad for the innocence of her.
"Utile treasure," he murmured, 'JTJ1
lie A good husband to you."
(Copyright, lfll. tv ttie
Newp,
per Syndicate.)

Then the let Formed.
nei" No doubt'you think I am
er 1hnn I really nm.
Hiia Not nt nil. I'm surejou
sot as GiU us you loot

'
old-

tr

a-

m

sr?""-

'

Corres-pondent-

Mexico.

happening to Jimmy.
The poutmua brought, some letters,
and there wus one from Aunt Brewster.
"I'm starting for Florida," uhe wrote,
"and I'm stopping to see you for a day
c n route.
I forgot to take off the pattern of tito lace on that towel I gave
you for your birthday. Besides there's
something eie I want to see you ubont
that' I can't xplain here." Until Friday theu. AfTecliunately, Aunt B.1'
"For the love of 1'eter Jones!"
groaned Jimmy.
"Can you bent, ltl
Where in this r.icke.l-plalétown du
jou suppose that towel is?"
Then someone rang the bell. It was
Charley Blogett, he of the titulatiug

Horning Times

l
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Year

Edgar Floersheim had the
misfortune to lose a hind leg off
his Flivver Tuesday. He had it
fixed in time to carry the mail in
.
it next day.

By

in
k& Payable
Advance

DELIVERED BY CAKKIEIl'OR
Give your order to any

rhyme.
"Hello, Charley, cTmie in. I Just
need a tonic like you after a bally hoo
day. Aunt Brewster's coming and us
she carries my prospects urouud In.
her bank book we'll have to concoct
some way to umuse her. Proceed,

Only

'Payable

in
Aavance

One Year
llc'Kulnr Kate, $5.00 per yesr; 60c

Daily and Sunday

er went to Dawson Wednesday
to make pictures of the Knights
of Pythias convention which was
held there.

C15!)

flail

One Year
Itutc,

EDITION

SPANISH

'It, J 1

Mlh

Only

the Photograph

pe--r

month

Daily and Sunday
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English
Edition

Payable in
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limes Agrnt.

DONT FORGET

I

Charles!"

m

For
One

Year

3)EIIVEKED BT CARRIER 'OR AGENT.

AG EXT.

hi

n

PoHtmaMtrr, or wnd direct to The Times.

rock-you- r

Good Only During February

YOU SAVE NEARLY

FIFTY PER CENT

"

J. C. Crawford is down from
Dawson this week looking after

Affection a Heavenly Gift.
his homestead here. He is lookHow sacred, bow beautiful, is the
ing hearty and like the coal camp feeling of affection In pure and guileless bosoms! The proud may sneer
agreed with him.
at it. the fashionable may call It fa
off
his
sell
personal
He will
Die, toe seinsn and dissipated may
property here and return to his affect to despise it; but the holy pas
sion is BTirely of heaven, and is made
old home in Pennsylvania.
evil by the corruptions of those hom
It was sent to bless and preserve.
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J. Appel & Go.
Roy,New Mex.
CLOTHESMAKE
STETSON HATS
THE MAN
the Boy, Letusmake your We
For the Baby,
have other Hats
the Girl, the Man and spring suit, made and Caps
but for Quality
the Woman.
to your measure, form and Wear,
style, fit and cloth
Shoe
e
A
We Recommend Stetsons
that always gives Satis- guaranteed.
Samples now on
faction.
$4.00 to $6.00
display.
$2.50 to $5.00
$lf00 and up.
SELZ SHOES

High Cost of Paper

lerún?, T"rrfcf Barns

f Vlii-i'-r.

t!

as a nig but ft urrlved, at any rate,
at a certain jmlnt in the street over
which a roadster was passing at the
iustafit, and having a penchant for
catching on things, It caught on a button of Uie car's top.
All unconsciously beneath her gay
canopy of luce and blue roses sat Eileen lirnniion. She suw people stare,
laugh and point, but there was nothing wrong that she could see. But lo
front of "Auiiu Kutherine's Shop" she
stopped to investigate. What was attracting such attention? And then she
saw the towel spread shamelessly over
her nutty little cur.
"Where did you get that towel so
bluer Out of the sky as you came
through?" v
, She turned quickly.
"Oh. Charley,
isn't it the limit! Where do you suppose it cume from? Get it down, will
you, and I'll take it into Anna Kath-urinThese things are in her line unci
maybe she'll kuow something nbout it."
But Anna Katharine didu't except
that there were weeks of work on the
lace.
"Then keep it," offered Kilecu. "Maybe some nice old lady will buy it for
iter college grandson."
In the meantime more things were

Subscription Rate

s,

News of

-- --

e.

f TT

frf

Miss Grace Worley a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Worley, is here
visiting her parents. She wil
remain lor some tim? and seems
to take very well with the young

Mr. Newman,

A Complete Papr For the Family. The
Very Best Special Features, by Leading
Writers and Artists, The
Editorial, Market
Best
A
Mining, Society and Sport
4 I
Pages Every Day
in the Year Make
The Tim" s
"First Now
First Always.

I

.

Ethel Harper, Robt.
F.
Seriífht.
0. Seright, Miss
tlppniT Rcnsf tlmn ivnr 1iffmn
Klin
curried her head high, animated with Ruby Cunningham, John Felton,
the Joy of living, fehe Intoxicated R C Smith an(J Ed padHa aIj of
The cheap dazzle of Brondwnv Mills drove down to attend the
wearied him, but Clnlre laughed up at Dance Saturday night,

my life,

"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

The Times Will Keep You Posted. Full
Associated Press Report
"Covering the World."
fry
Local News.
News of
74
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona by
Special

i

Goodman

'1917 Will Be a History Making Year

kjh; was Ri'iriing.
When she met Brown her eager PeoPle 0t KOy
brown eyes looked directly into his.
er tight grasp on his arm gave him
Mes(ames

tested.
Secretly Crown made up his mind
that In the morning he would look up
the first train to her home town and
see that she took it. If he had to take
her to the station himself. Aloud he
said, "You're the nicest little girl I
ever saw!"
Clnlre placed her soft palm over
"his mouth.
"You've told me every minute that
I'nf pretty."
He caught her hand nnd held It. He
knew he should drop It, but she looked
nt him with bright, happy eyes and
smiled. Brown's heart always ruled his
liend, nnd nt the touch of her soft little
nrm against his. he drew her close to
him. He covered her fnce with kisses.
"
"I want you with me always, sweet
one," he whispered In a trembling
voice, "I don't want to let you go." She
put her arms around him and kissed
Win. Releasing her he drew his breath
In shnrply. "I shouldn't have talked
o you at all. You're too good for men
like me. Tomorrow " lie continued.
Smiling sweetly Into his fnce Clnlre
interrupted. "Tomorrow we'll go
again." Brown clenched her
hands In his strong grip.
"I don't want to let you go out of

sure and ask for,,
This will be our policy-- be
your correct change in pennies.

SPECIAL!

Rumor says the Roy Picture
will be started up again
Show
eagerly. "First, we'll have dinner with
under a new Managenext
week
cab:(ret,
o
then a show after," he urged,
Still Claire hesitated. The opportuiiI-- . ment. We are not permitted to
f
ty so suddenly presented took her
tell all about it yet.
nwny.
eyes

him In childish excitement.
"Do you like this sort of thing?" he
questioned wonderlngly.
"I can't thank you enough for taking
me," she chirped; "It's all more beautiful that I ever dreamed, much more
wonderful !"
She stnrted for home willingly when
he suggested It.
"You must not come again," he cautioned her; "other men will ask you."
"But I want to come again," she pro-

There is no reason why ycu should pay ten cents
(or an extra for cents) for a regulrr ten cent
article, simply because it facititates the making of
or because it has been the custom. We believe in
being progressive. We believe in selling you
every article in our store at as close a margin even
to the penny, as good business will permit.

EanaESBODSa!

about here."

were burning
breath
His
into hers In nn uncomfortable way. Tjie
temptation to seek adventure was too
strong to deny.
.
.
Upstairs in the tiniest hall bedroom
ever built Into a boarding house Claire
dressed for the evening, aglow with
the wonder of the adventure on which

6ct. articles for 6cts.

-

1

half-hour- 's

after

,
the resultant close margin upon which weare
forced to sell, we have decided to "make your pennies caunt," and charge you exactly what an
article is worth-- to the penny, viz: We shall sell a

best men New
Mexico has prodnced. The action of the State Legislature in
granting to his widow and her
family of nine children most of
them small, the amount of the
salary he would have received
had he lived to serve his state
thruout the term, is a worthy
act asd a just tribute to a man in
whom even his political opponents
Miss Mabel Bruce, the efficient could find on fault.
typo, in this office visited friends
in Mills Sunday.
R. P. Kirby, of the Mofax
neighborhood
is a new- addition
I. C. Floersheim and wif drove
long
to
list
of Mills readers.
our
down from Springer in their
working on the
been
He
has
"Hupp" Wednesday to see J.
Dairy
Dawson for the
Farm
at
Floersheim and wife before their
and
will
be there for sevwinter
start for Hot Springs.
eral weeks yet. He is one of the
Miss Gladys Hern has return- five sons of Lyphus Kirby of
ed from her visit at Tucumcari Kansas Valley and brother to
and is" back at her place as din- Barry Kirby, the popular meat
ing room girl at the South West- cutter at the Goodman Store.

she descended the dark,
ninth birthday Saturday.
halls, with the dim gas Jets burning
to the dining room for luncheon.
Ben Grunig and family syent
Claire wns not only dewy, fresh nnd Sunday at the Lawrence Butler
rosy, she had cultivated an air of dash
nnd slio was wistful, but of this latter home.
quality she was utterly unconscious.
Mr. Hooper and family spent
When she entered the (lining room she Sunday at the 0. A. Butler home
found a stranger nt her table. New
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Free called
York Is overfilled with pretty girls, but
Gilbert Brown sut up when he looked at Mr. Weisdorfers Sunday.

-

Jimmy, blinking nnd blinded by the
shower, reached for a bath towel. Ills
Oncers, clutching the first one with
which tlicy came in contact, gave It a
Jerk off the rack, but the towel caught
on a faucet of, the bathtub, and that
had Jimmy known it, settled his fate
forever, for his Aunt llrewster had
given him the towel and Aunt Brewster was his chief hope for tie future.
n it 1" said Jlnnny. Suddenly
"D
the towel, or rather the luce of the
towel, let go, nnd Jimmy didn't. Out
he went over the end of the tub.
When tlie fireworks in Jimmy's head
hnd subsided and he had cautiously
tested every bone for breaks, he Bwore
ugnln. "You blonkety-blun- k
fool thing,
you, with your silly blue roses and
Ince. Oct out of herel" And without
any apologies to the donor, he hurled
the cause of his troubles through the
window and reached 'for unother towel.
Well leave Jimmy to dry and dress
and rnb his bruises, and follow the
towel out of the bathroom window on
the sixth floor of the upurtment hotel.
It floirted downward hurdly floated,
either, for It was us wide and heavy

high prices o almost
Owing tolinetheofprevalent
merchandise we handle, and

Chas. DePew celebrate her forty

boarding house,

By JOAN COSBY.
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High-Grad-

Charles lit a cigarette. "Poor Jimmy !
Well, I've got a story saved up for her
that ought to help sume." And he told
of Eileen and the towel.
"Mine, by jingoes!' Where did you
say It is?"
"At a fancy-wor- k
shop on Fifth avenue. Come along and I'll show you
"
the place."
But when they reached the shop aud
Inquired for the bath towet they were
told that It had just been sold !
"Heavens !" cried Jimmy in dismay.
"Who bought It?"
But the girl didn't remember.
A
lady, she thought.
"We'll get Eileen," suggested Charlie.
"Maybe she can do something. Women
can always think of a way."
So they took a taxi and went to, her
hosse.. She had Just come in and was
still dressed for the street. Charley

started an introduction, but to his surprise the two
hands.
"You're Jimmy Young, aren't you?"
smiled the girl, while Jimmy was saying: "If It isn't my little old playmate, Dot Brannón!"
"We used to play together at Aunt
Brewster's," they explained to Charley,
quite forgetting to let go hands and
looking back nt each other with inter- -.uf fill, I f.wl .Vl,1...tln
tff..
ing rapidly or ten years.
"Aunt Brewster Isliere!"
'ent on
Eileen.
"I've just brought her from
the station."
"But site was to visit me !" exclaimed
Jimmy. "Funny, isn't It!"
"But he doesn't want her since ho
lost the towel, so it's all right," put la
Charley.'
"It's all right," said a quiet voice in
the doorway. There stood Miss Brewster smiling, the towel in her hand.
''Eljwn told me of her find on the way
from the station. I was interested, so
we drove around to the shop and
bought It. I recognized It Instantly.
But the mystery Is cleared tip now,
end It's all right. The towel has done
what I came to New York to do, to
bring you and Eileen' together again."
'"The comedy is ended !"' quoted
were-shukl-
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Mens Spring Wear

are receiving our Spring
Underware, Hose,
Suits,"
Ties, etc.
Shirts,
And the prices are going to
be right.
We

line of

Ladies Spring Hats ;
We have part of our spring
line and more earning. Styles,
prics3 and quality are the best
in the state. Come in and inspect them whether you buy

or not.

Men's overalls
CORSETS
coats jump'
work
Charley.
READY-MAD- E
the McOlure Xewtra-pe- r
ers. pants etc. a And Baassiers. A well (Copyright, 1SI6, by
Syndicate.) '
All right designs Qual choice line to se selected Line of both to
Joe 'Arnold of Weathcrford, Tex.,
ity goods, Fdst Colors, a lect from and the choose from.
raised a watermelon that weighed Wtf
good Line to select from prices are right.
oouudii, .:. ......
$1.00 tó $3.00
75c to $2.00
$1.5) to $4.00
CHILDRENS

DRESSES

IBO
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